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Abstract: The Standard Model of Particle Physics cannot explain the observed baryon

asymmetry of the Universe. This observation is a clear sign of new physics beyond the

Standard Model. There have been many recent theoretical developments to address this

question. Critically, many new physics models that generate the baryon asymmetry have a

wide range of repercussions for many areas of theoretical and experimental particle physics.

This white paper provides an overview of such recent theoretical developments with an

emphasis on experimental testability.
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1 Executive Summary

There is more matter than antimatter in the Universe. This asymmetry, quantified as the

ratio of baryon density to photon density, is measured at the time of Big Bang Nucleosyn-

thesis (BBN) and the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) to be (nb−nb̄)/nγ = nb/nγ =

(6.10± 0.4) × 10−10 [1]. Inflation dictates that such an asymmetry must be dynamically

generated after reheating, necessitating a mechanism of baryogenesis.

Sphalerons
Explicit B violation
Explicit L violation

Other particle number violation

New CP violation in scalars, 
quarks, leptons

Cosmological phase transitions
Out-of-equilibrium decays

Chemical potential

Sakharov 
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Out of equilibrium

CP violation in a dark sector

Figure 1: Some of the traditional BSM ingredients evoked to satisfy the Sakharov condi-

tions [2] and explain the BAU.

In order to produce a matter–antimatter asymmetry, a model of particle physics must

satisfy the so-called Sakharov conditions [2]. These are: (i) Baryon number (B) violation,

(ii) C and CP violation, and (iii) departure from thermodynamic equilibrium. In the

Standard Model (SM), (i) Baryon number is anomalously violated in the weak interactions

of the SM. Although the rate of B-violating sphaleron processes is exponentially suppressed

at zero temperature, sphalerons are very efficient at temperatures at which electroweak

symmetry is restored, T & 130 GeV [3, 4]. (ii) There is CP violation in the CKM matrix,

and possibly in the PMNS matrix [5]. It has been argued that the CKM phase is not

sufficient (in fact orders of magnitude too small) for producing the baryon asymmetry of

the Universe (BAU). Within the SM there is no process to employ the CP violation in the

PMNS matrix to produce the BAU. (iii) There are many ways a process could occur out

of thermal equilibrium, such as particle decay at temperatures below its mass, or a first-

order phase transition. There is no process in the SM that goes out of thermal equilibrium

in the early Universe. These shortcomings of the SM are a clear sign of BSM physics.

By the nature of the problem, these observations and the related new physics have strong

implications for early Universe cosmology. Beyond-the-Standard Model (BSM) models that

seek to explain the BAU invoke certain ingredients to satisfy the Sakharov conditions (see

Figure 1 for a short summary).

Although the question of generating the BAU has been around for several decades,

particle theorists are still coming up with novel ways to address this mystery, inspired
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Model Key Ingredients Observable scale Observables

Axiogenesis Axion misalignment, sphalerons
axion scale ~ O( 108-11 GeV) 

axion mass ~ 𝜇eV Gravitational waves

WR baryogenesis axion inflation, WR interactions with the inflaton LR symmetry breaking ~ 
O( 1010 GeV) Gravitational waves

QCD Baryogenesis Singlet scalar coupled to the gluon field strength, 
axion, sphalerons

masses ~ O(10 GeV) 
temperature ~ O(TeV)

Scalar field mixing with the Higgs 
Graviational waves

Wash-in Leptogenesis Charge asymmetry instead of B-L,  
out of equilibrium decays

Right-handed neutrino masses 
~ O(100 TeV) Charged lepton flavor violation

Hylogenesis Long-lived dark baryons GeV-TeV Induced nucleon decay 
collider signatures

WIMPy Baryogenesis Metastable WIMPs O(100 GeV) Long-lived particles

Gaugino Portal 
Baryogenesis

hidden sector gaugino-bino mixing,  
R-parity violation masses ~ O(10 - 108 GeV) Neutron-antineutron oscillation, LLP (RPV 

decays) at colliders

Freeze-in Baryogenesis DM oscillations masses ~ O(TeV), O(10 keV) missing momentum searches 
structure formation, X-ray signals

Pseudogenesis Pseudo-Dirac fermions, particle-antiparticle 
oscillations O(100 GeV - TeV) LLPs, dilepton asymmetry

Mesino-genesis Mesino-antimesino oscillations, SU(3)-charged 
scalars

masses ~ O(TeV) 
temperature ~ O(100 MeV)

LLPs, same-sign top quark decays,  
mullti-jet signals

Mesogenesis CPV from SM Meson systems, dark states charged 
under SM B and L number

masses ~ O(1-100 GeV) 
temperature ~ O(5-100 MeV)

CPV observables at B factories, LHC,  
decays of hadrons to dark baryons, 

 peak searches at colliders
Baryogenesis from 
Quantum Statistics dark matter chemical potential — —

Table 1: A brief summary of the new physics models surveyed in this white paper. The

key ingredients give an idea of the aspects of the model that lead to the BAU. Where

available, we identified the new physics mass scales and the temperature at which the BAU

could be generated. For details, see Section 2.

by new theoretical ideas and observational opportunities. The goal of this white paper is

to provide an overview of such proposals. Section 2 contains a collection of baryogenesis

mechanisms that were proposed in the last decade, where contributing authors discuss

the main ideas and experimental signals of each mechanism. This is not intended to be an

exhaustive list, but simply a representation of the novel developments in the field. In Table

1 we provide a brief summary of these models and their key points. A salient aspect of these

contributions is experimental testability: while the vast majority of traditional baryogenesis

models have involved high-scale physics and hence are difficult to probe experimentally,

many new BSM models produce the BAU at low scales and involve low-scale new physics,

and are therefore experimentally observable. Many of these new and exciting models are

expected to produce signals at multiple experiments, allowing for a multi-prong search for

new physics. In Figure 2, we illustrate the new physics ingredients, scales, and observables

in these models. Section 3 summarizes recent proposals for searches that could shed light

on new and some of the more traditional mechanisms of baryogenesis.
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Figure 2: An incomplete but representative sample of new physics ingredients that are

introduced to satisfy the Sakharov conditions, and various associated experimental observ-

ables that can arise in new proposed mechanisms of baryogenesis. Unlike traditional high

scale mechanisms of baryogenesis, novel proposals lead to mechanisms that can produce

the baryon asymmetry over a variety of scales.

2 New Ideas in Baryogenesis Models

The question of generating the BAU has been around for decades and is one of the strongest

drivers of new physics ideas. In order to showcase the exciting developments in this area,

we reached out to several researchers who worked on such new physics models in the recent

years. Below is a compilation of such models, many of them with exciting experimental

implications. This is of course an incomplete list, but it points to the several new directions

the field has taken.

2.1 Axiogenesis

Contributors: Raymond Co and Keisuke Harigaya

Axions are highly motivated as new physics beyond the SM. The QCD axion [6, 7] arises

from the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry [8, 9] that solves the strong CP problem. The

axion-like particles (ALPs) appear in other spontaneously broken global U(1) symmetries

that solve various problems in the SM such as the flavor symmetry [10] or the lepton

symmetry [11]. Such axions in the light mass regime are cosmologically stable and therefore

serve as excellent dark matter candidates [12–14].

The axiogenesis mechanism [15] proposes that the observed baryon asymmetry of the

universe can be generated by the novel axion field dynamics in the early universe in a way
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that the dark matter abundance is explained by the same dynamics. In field theoretical

realizations of axions, the axion field may obtain a nonzero field velocity from the explicit

PQ symmetry breaking higher-dimensional potential ∼ Pn, where the complex field P =

Seia/S/
√

2 contains both the radial mode S and the axion a. Such explicit PQ breaking is

effective when the radial mode S takes on a large field value in the early universe and can

cause P to rotate in field space when the Hubble friction is overcome by the gradient of the

PQ-conserving potential. This way of the initiation of rotations of complex scalar fields

was proposed in the Affleck-Dine mechanism [16]. The rotation corresponds to a conserved

PQ charge nPQ = S2θ̇ with θ̇ ≡ ȧ/S.

This PQ charge can be partially transferred to the SM chiral asymmetries via the axion

couplings with SM particles. Baryon number-violating processes, such as the electroweak

sphaleron process, can generate the baryon asymmetry from the chiral asymmetries.

The kinetic energy of the remaining axion rotation can provide the abundance for an

axion with mass ma,

ρa
s
' 2ma

nPQ

s
, (2.1)

which can be larger than that from the potential energy as in the conventional misalign-

ment mechanism [12–14]. This dark matter production mechanism is called the kinetic

misalignment mechanism [17, 18].

The QCD axion, by definition, has a QCD anomaly. Therefore, the PQ charge is

transferred to the quark chiral asymmetries via the strong sphaleron processes. Baryon

number violation is then provided by electroweak sphaleron processes, by which the final

baryon asymmetry is generated from the quark chiral asymmetries and freezes out at the

electroweak phase transition

YB =
nB
s

=
45cB
2g∗π2

θ̇

T

∣∣∣∣∣
T=TEW

, (2.2)

where cB is a constant that is typically O(0.1), but can be larger if the coupling of the

axion with the SM fermions or the weak gauge boson is much larger than the coupling

with the gluon. In this minimal scenario presented in Ref. [15], the observed abundances of

dark matter and the baryon asymmetry predict the temperature at which the electroweak

sphaleron processes fall out of thermal equilibrium, TEW ' 1 TeV(fa/108 GeV)(0.1/cB)1/2,

with fa the axion decay constant, whereas a lower TEW leads to overproduction of axion

dark matter. The SM prediction TEW = 130 GeV is incompatible with the astrophysical

lower bound fa > 108 GeV unless cB > 10. Higher electroweak phase transition tempera-

ture is possible by couplings of the SM Higgs with new particles [15, 19–21], and we may

correlate the QCD axion decay constant with the mass scale of the new particles that can

be measured by collider experiments.

This picture is modified with the presence of B−L violation at high temperatures since

the electroweak sphaleron processes only violate B+L and preserve B−L. Whenever new

physics is involved in providing the extra B − L violation, non-trivial constraints from

dark matter and the baryon asymmetry will lead to predictions of new physics parameters.
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Examples of such B − L violation and the associated predictions are as follows. Lepton

number violation can originate from the dimension-5 Majorana neutrino mass terms as

considered in Refs. [22–24], which predicts scalar masses compatible with the mini-split

supersymmetry [23, 24]. Dirac neutrino masses in composite theories can also produce

effective B −L asymmetry as considered in Ref. [25], where an observable amount of dark

radiation is predicted. Baryon and/or lepton number violation can arise from R-parity

violation [26], predicting the lifetime of the lightest supersymmetric particle that can be

measured at colliders in some of the parameter space. Nucleon decays are also predicted

under plausible assumptions. An extra non-Abelian gauge symmetry SU(2)R can also

give rise to baryon number violation [27], and this scenario predicts a new gauge boson

that can be probed at the high luminosity LHC. All of these axiogenesis scenarios avoid

overproduction of axion dark matter even with TEW = 130 GeV and prefer an axion decay

constant fa = 108-11 GeV, smaller than that of conventional predictions.

The idea of axiogenesis can be extended to ALPs, in which the PQ charge discussed

above is replaced by the U(1) charge of the ALPs. In the so-called ALP cogenesis [28],

dark matter and the baryon asymmetry can be simultaneously explained by the ALP

rotation without the need of a higher TEW nor additional new physics. Due to the absence

of the QCD anomaly, the U(1) charge associated with the ALP rotations will not be

transferred via the QCD sphaleron, but the transfer to particle-antiparticle asymmetry

can proceed because of a possible electroweak anomaly and/or axion-fermion couplings.

Such particle asymmetries will be reprocessed to the baryon asymmetry via electroweak

sphaleron processes. Finally, the dark matter abundance is correctly reproduced by an

ALP mass lighter than that of the QCD axion for a given fa, and ALP cogenesis predicts

a relation between fa and ma,

fa = 2× 109 GeV

(
fa

S (TEW)

)( cB
0.1

) 1
2

(
µeV

ma

) 1
2
(

TEW

130 GeV

)
, (2.3)

which is more experimentally accessible than the QCD axion and than the prediction of

the misalignment mechanism. Here the parameter S (TEW), which is the effective decay

constant at TEW, allows the possibility where the radial mode S has not settled down to

the minimum at fa.

In all these axiogenesis scenarios involving the QCD axion or ALPs, the axion rotation

can bring about a period of kination—a cosmological era where the total energy density

of the universe is dominated by axion field’s kinetic energy [15]. Such a kination era

can lead to enhanced signals of gravitational waves from inflation and/or cosmic strings

with a unique triangular spectrum [29–31], by which the parameter space compatible with

axiogenesis can be probed. A separate gravitational wave signal may also arise from the

rotation itself in the presence of a coupling with a dark photon [32, 33]. In addition, the

rotation can reheat the universe via its thermal dissipation, in which case the rotation also

serves as a curvaton, sourcing the observed cosmic perturbations with a likely detectable

amount of non-Gaussianity [34].
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2.2 WR-Axion Baryogenesis and Darkgenesis

Contributor: Azadeh Maleknejad

SU(2)R-axion inflation [35] introduces a new framework for simultaneous baryogenesis and

dark matter production, based on embedding axion-inflation in left-right symmetric models

(LRSM) of particle physics. The source of asymmetry is spontaneous CP violation in

inflation, and the dark matter candidate is a right-handed neutrino.1 The seeds for cosmic

microwave background (CMB), large scale structure (LSS), dark matter (DM), and baryon

asymmetry all share a common origin produced by quantum effects during inflation. Thus,

this model can naturally explain the observed coincidences among cosmological parameters,

i.e., ηB = 0.3Pζ and ΩDM = 5Ωb. This scenario has a distinct predictions on gravitational

wave background (GWB) that could be detected by future CMB missions and GW detectors

across 21 decades in frequencies [38]. (See Fig. 3)

Figure 3: The SU(2)R-axion inflation throughout cosmic history. The seeds for CMB,

LSS, DM, and BAU all share a common origin produced by quantum effects in inflation.

Axion fields are abundant in string theory, well-motivated candidates for the inflaton

field [39–41] , and are naturally coupled to gauge fields. Non-Abelian gauge fields may

contribute to the physics of inflation while respecting the cosmological symmetries [42–44].

It is often assumed that physics during inflation was P and CP symmetric. However, it is

the perfect cosmic era for spontaneous CP violation without the domain wall problem [45,

46]. From the phenomenological perspective, such inflation physics may be a natural setting

for BAU [47–50]. From the observational point of view, it predicts circularly polarized

GWB and CMB parity-odd power spectra which can be used to probe such new physics

[38, 51]. Originally proposed to explain P violation in low energy processes [52], LRSM has

a number of compelling consequences: e.g. natural B − L symmetry [53], natural entailed

1One of the most well-studied leptogenesis scenarios is the LRSMs [36, 37]. The current proposal is an

alternative mechanism that does not relay on the unconstrained CP -violating phases in the neutrino sector.
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seesaw mechanisms [54], and a solution to vacuum stability problem [55]. By embedding

axion-inflation in LRSM, we have two unknown energy scales, the scale of inflation ΛInf ,

and left-right symmetry breaking ΛF . (See Fig. 3)

Figure 4: Summary of the new mechanism and evolution of baryons B (yellow box), SM

leptons LSM (pink box) and RHNs LN =
∑3

i=1 LNi (gray box). Figure adopted from [50].

The new setup proposed in [35, 50] extended the field content of the minimal LRSM

with an axion field, which drives the cosmic inflation. It is assumed that the axion and WR

gauge field are coupled by a Chern-Simons interaction.2 Both P and CP are spontaneously

violated by the axion interactions. Without any interactions with the inflaton field, all

massless gauge fields and fermions dilute exponentially during inflation due to conformal

symmetry. However, the axion-gauge field interaction breaks its conformal symmetry and

generates WR gauge field in inflation. Besides, the right-handed gauge field is coupled to

the right-handed fermions via the famous chiral anomaly which creates right-handed chiral

fermions coupled to it, i.e., SM baryons B, SM leptons LSM, and three Right-Handed

Neutrinos (RHN) LN. By the end of inflation, equal (right-handed) baryon and lepton

numbers are created in inflation, i.e. B = L. However, since L ≡ LSM +LN, there is a net

B − L in the SM sector. Shortly after inflation, the first spontaneous symmetry breaking

(SSB) happens at ΛF , and after a while at temperature TWR
, the SU(2)R interactions

freeze out. The lightest of RHNs with feeble Yukawa couplings (our DM candidate) is

decoupled at this point, while N2,3 decay at T = mN2,3 . Between reheating and EW scale,

the spectator effects reshuffle the primordial densities. The desired baryon to photon ratio

today is

ηb ≈
αInf

3ε
3
4

(
H

MPl

) 3
2

, (2.4)

2We can couple the axion to both SU(2)R and SU(2)L gauge fields. However, the primordial left-handed

fermions produced by SU(2)L will be completely washed out by the SU(2)L sphaleon effects [50].
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where αInf ≡ B − LSM is the value of the generated baryon minus lepton numbers in the

SM sector by the end of inflation and ε is the efficiency of reheating. Setting ηb ' 6×10−10,

it demands ΛF ≈ ΛInf , i.e. the LR SSB should coincide with the geometrical transition

that ends inflation. Interestingly, it prefers Left-Right symmetry breaking scales above

1010 GeV , which is in the range suggested by the non-supersymmetric SO(10) GUT with an

intermediate left-right symmetry scale. Finally, if the lightest RHN is stable enough to make

a dark matter candidate and makes all the DM today, its mass should be mN1 ≈ 1 GeV.

The summary of this new mechanism is presented in Fig. 4.

2.3 QCD Baryogenesis

Contributor: Seyda Ipek

In the SM, the QCD sector is not thought to play a role in generating the BAU. There is

no baryon violation in strong interactions and the interaction rates are too high to fall out

of equilibrium. Furthermore the QCD phase transition from quark-gluon plasma to the

hadronic phase is expected to be a crossover. On the other hand, there could have been

large CP violation in the QCD sector in the early universe, which necessitates an axion

field to explain the lack of neutron electric dipole moment (EDM) at zero temperature.

The QCD transition is described by the energy scale ΛQCD when the QCD coupling

constant becomes large. In [56] it was shown that this scale can be promoted into a

dynamical quantity,

Λ(〈φ〉) = Λ0 exp

(
24π2

2nf − 33

〈φ〉
M∗

)
, (2.5)

by introducing a scalar field φ that couples to the gluon field strength through the following

BSM interactions

L ⊃ −1

4

(
1

g2
s0

− φ

M∗

)
GµνGµν . (2.6)

Thus, the QCD scale can be made different by tuning the ratio of the scalar vev 〈φ〉 to the

new physics scale M∗.
The value of 〈φ〉/M∗ ∼ −0.5 is particulary interesting because then QCD sector con-

fines at a temperature of hundreds of GeV, before the EW symmetry breaking. In this case

all six quarks would be massless at the time of the QCD phase transition, which is expected

to result in a first-order phase transition. The sphalerons would still be active right before

QCD phase transition occurs. However, QCD transition triggers EW symmetry breaking

due to chiral symmetry breaking. Hence, baryon number violation is turned off inside the

bubbles. If we also add an axion field as a solution to the strong CP problem to this

scenario, we get a novel baryogenesis scenario. (A schematic description is shown in Figure

5.) The baryon asymmetry produced through this mechanism is

η ' 10−11 sin θ̄

(
vh

ΛQCD

)(
Tsph

Treh

)3

, (2.7)
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Figure 5: Schematic description of the baryon asymmetry production via the new QCD

confinement scenario.

where Tsph is the temperature associated with the sphaleron processes while Treh is the

reheat temperature after the transition completes. Here vh is the Higgs VEV triggered by

the QCD transition at ΛQCD. In the benchmark scenarios discussed in [57], vh/ΛqCD =

1− 4.

In [58] this mechanism was extended to include variations of SU(2)L and U(1)Y from

their SM values in the early universe. In this case, a change in α2 can be employed to turn

the EW transition into a first-order phase transition and a change in α3 can be utilized to

generate enough CP violation.

2.4 Wash-in Leptogenesis and Leptoflavorgenesis

Contributor: Kai Schmitz

In standard thermal leptogenesis, CP invariance and baryon-minus-lepton number B−L are

violated simultaneously during the decay of heavy right-handed neutrinos (RHNs). This

is, however, not a necessary condition for the successful generation of the BAU; the energy

scales of CP and B−L violation may in fact be well separated from each other. Imagine,

e.g., that a new CP -violating out-of-equilibrium process, chargegenesis, first creates one or

several charge asymmetries Ci in the SM plasma at very high temperatures. In the type-I

seesaw model, RHN interactions at much lower temperatures are then able to reprocess

these primordial charges into a B−L asymmetry, which is eventually converted to a baryon

asymmetry by SM sphaleron processes. In this scenario, known as wash-in leptogenesis [59],

RHN interactions play the role of spectator processes that drive the thermal bath towards

a new B−L-violating chemical equilibrium — they hence wash in a B−L asymmetry.

Wash-in leptogenesis represents a natural extension of the chemical transport in the

SM thermal bath at high temperatures: In standard scenarios, sphalerons translate from

B − L to B after leptogenesis; wash-in leptogenesis now takes this idea a step further and

translate from Ci to B−L after chargegenesis. This significantly relaxes the requirements

imposed by the Sakharov conditions and opens up a broad window for constructing new

models, especially, in view of the many conserved SM charges Ci at high temperatures [22],

µCi ∈ {µu, µB, µd−b, µτ , µu−c, µµ, µB1−B2 , µd−s, µu−d, µ2B1−B2−B3 , µe} . (2.8)
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At T ∼ 1013···15 GeV, all of these chemical potentials are conserved; at T ∼ 105···6 GeV, at

least the chemical potential of right-handed electrons, µe, is a conserved quantity. In the

framework of wash-in leptogenesis, it is thus possible to construct models of electrogenesis,

muogenesis, etc. It is not necessary to produce a B or B − L asymmetry right away.

Any process that can give rise to at least one of the charges listed in Eq. (2.8) qualifies

as a possible chargegenesis mechanism. Important examples include (i) GUT baryogenesis,

which produces µB among other charges and which is hence revived in the context of wash-

in leptogenesis, and (ii) axion inflation coupling to the SM hypercharge gauge field [60, 61],

which populates the charges µu, µB, µτ , µµ, µu−d, and µe [62]. Both processes notably do

not violate B−L and only lead to a primordial B+L asymmetry. In order to understand

the action of RHN interactions on the primordial charges after axion inflation, consider,

e.g., nondegenerate RHN masses Mi ∼ 105···6 GeV, such that, at T ∼Mi, the combination

of all SM interactions except for the electron Yukawa interaction results in [59]



µ`e + µφ
µ`µ + µφ
µ`τ + µφ


 =



− 5

13
4
37
4
37


 µe −




6
13 0 0

0 41
111

4
111

0 4
111

41
111






µ∆e

µ∆µ

µ∆τ


 , (2.9)

where ∆α = B/3 − Lα (α = e, µ, τ). RHN decays and inverse decays at T ∼ Mi then

impose the conditions µ`α + µφ ≈ µNi ≈ 0, which allows one to solve Eq. (2.9) for the

three flavored B − L charges,
∑

α µ∆α = −3/10µe, where µe is related to the efficiency

of gauge-field production during axion inflation [63, 64]. While this is only a minimal

example for one specific chargegenesis mechanism and one specific RHN mass range, it

already illustrates three important properties of wash-in leptogenesis: It is (i) independent

of CP violation in the RHN sector, (ii) can operate at RHN masses as low as 100 TeV,

and (iii) is especially efficient in what is otherwise known as the strong-washout regime.

The observational signatures of wash-in leptogenesis depend on the source of high-

scale CP violation. Axion inflation, e.g., gives rise to rich phenomenology ranging from

intergalactic magnetic fields over primordial black holes to gravitational waves, while GUT

baryogenesis may be probed via classic GUT observables such as proton decay. Finally, we

also comment on an interesting variation of wash-in leptogenesis that does not proceed via

the wash-in sequence Ci
RHN−→ B−L sph−→ B, but instead via the sequence Ci

CLFV−→ ∆α
sph−→ B

with B − L = 0 at all times and across all sectors. This scenario is known as (wash-in)

leptoflavorgenesis [65] and relies on charged-lepton flavor violation (CLFV) to wash in

nonzero ∆α charges that are subsequently converted to a baryon asymmetry by higher-

order corrections to the sphaleron conversion formula [66, 67]. This scenario can be tested

in searches for CLFV processes such as µ→ eγ and µ→ ea, where a is an axion.

2.5 Hylogenesis

Contributors: Nikita Blinov, Hooman Davoudiasl, David E. Morrissey

Hylogenesis3 is a mechanism to generate the relic baryon and dark matter densities simul-

taneously [68, 69]. In this mechanism, global baryon number is extended such that one or

3From hyle, which means “matter” in Greek.
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more dark matter states are charged under the generalized group. Non-equilibrium C and

CP -violating processes in the early universe separate a net zero generalized baryon charge

into a positive component consisting of baryons and a negative component made up of dark

matter. Subsequent annihilation processes then deplete the symmetric components of the

baryon and dark matter densities leaving behind only the equal and opposite asymmetries.

A novel signature of hylogenesis is induced nucleon decay, in which dark matter destroys

a stable nucleon through scattering.

In the minimal realization of Hylogenesis presented in Ref. [68], the new states giving

rise to the baryogenesis dynamics consist of (at least) two heavy Dirac fermions Xa together

with a lighter fermion Y and complex scalar Φ. Their interactions are taken to be

−L ⊃ λa
M2

Xa U
cDcDc + yaXa Y Φ . (2.10)

These couplings allow for a generalized U(1) baryon number under which [X] = 1 and

[Y ] + [Φ] = −1. In addition, the Y and Φ states are assumed to have equal and opposite

charges under a new dark U(1)x gauge invariance.

Hylogenesis begins with the (unspecified) non-thermal production of equal numbers of

X1 and anti-X1 particles in the early universe. With the interactions of Eq. (2.10), the

Xa will then decay to quarks as well as the Y and Φ particles. If these decays involve C

and CP violation, the branching fractions of Xa into quarks can be slightly different from

those of the anti-Xa into anti-quarks. To maintain CPT invariance, these differences must

be compensated for with corresponding differences in the branching ratios to the Y and Φ

states. Taken together, the net effect is a separation of the generalized baryon charge into

quarks on the one hand and Y and Φ on the other.

To preserve the baryon asymmetry, the asymmetry in the Y and Φ must be (approxi-

mately) stable. This requires

|mY −mΦ| < mp +me < mY +mΦ , (2.11)

where mY , mΦ, mp, and me are the masses of Y,Φ, the proton, and the electron, respec-

tively. One can show that 2 GeV. mY ,mΦ . 3 GeV in the above minimal Hylogenesis

framework [68].

An interesting aspect of Hylogenesis is that scattering processes can result in the

exchange of baryon number between the visible and the dark sectors, leaving net baryon

number the same [68, 69]. In particular, a dark matter state from the galactic halo can

transmute into a dark baryon by scattering from a nucleon and destroying it. For example,

this can happen via pΦ → π+ Ȳ , with [Y ] = −1 and [Φ] = 0. Since the final state

dark matter particle is invisible, this effectively mimics proton decay into a meson and a

neutrino, p→ π+ν, and was termed Induced Nucleon Decay (IND).

One can use chiral perturbation theory to get an estimate of the expected rate for IND

scattering processes [69]. Remarkably, it turns out that if the UV scale M and mass of X

are O(TeV) in Eq. 2.10, the effective lifetime of nucleon IND processes in Earth’s galactic

neighborhood τ⊕IND ∼ 1032 yr, close to those for standard nucleon decay in grand unified

models. Hence, IND signals of hylogenesis are potentially within reach of experiments
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that search for nucleon decay. However, the kinematics of IND processes are different. In

particular, when the final state dark matter particle is lighter than that in the initial state,

i.e. in down-scattering processes, the meson momentum can be typically O(GeV), larger

than meson momentum in standard nucleon decay counterparts. Thus, for more accurate

estimates of the effective nucleon lifetime in the presence of IND, non-perturbative lattice

calculations are required (see, e.g., Ref. [70]).

Different IND processes can arise from Eq. 2.10, or from other implementations of the

hylogenesis mechanism. For example, Ref. [71] studied processes like Φn → Ȳ γ, Φn →
Ȳ γ∗(e+e−) and IND processes with multiple mesons in the final state. These reactions

make use of additional couplings (e.g., neutron dipole moment or the electromagnetic

interaction) which suppresses the rate compared to the minimal IND pΦ → π+ Ȳ for a

given M ; however, they might be more easily observable with standard searches for nucleon

decay. Ref. [72] instead examined a realization where the leading IND-like processes include

Φn→ Φ†ν̄, which can be probed through neutrino flux measurements from the Sun.

The hadronic operator in Eq. 2.10 can also be tested at pp and pp̄ colliders, where it

mediates processes like qq → q̄ +X, with on- or off-shell X decaying to DM [69, 73]. This

gives rise to a missing energy plus jets signature, which can enables the LHC to probe X

masses at the TeV scale (depending on the UV scale M). Further collider signatures can

arise if hylogenesis emerges from a supersymmetric hidden sector [74].

2.6 Darkogenesis

Contributor: Robert McGehee

Darkogenesis or dark baryogenesis broadly refers to any mechanism in which an asymmetry

is first generated in the dark sector before being transferred to the SM baryon asymmetry.

Many models of Darkogenesis, including the original [75], mimic models of electroweak

baryogenesis while avoiding their pitfalls (e.g. too large electric dipole moments [76]). Their

dark sectors often have dark sphalerons, contain large CP violation and dark Higgs(es),

and go through a strongly first order phase transition. Some implementations achieve the

baryon asymmetry with minimal dark sectors [77], while many others additionally generate

asymmetric dark matter and relate its abundance to the SM baryon’s [75, 78–83]. In fact,

Darkogenesis scenarios provide some of the most compelling explanations of the intriguing

closeness of the dark and ordinary matter abundances, Ωc ≈ 5× Ωb [84].

While Darkogenesis encompasses a great breadth of models, a few illustrative realiza-

tions highlight both the common mechanisms as well as interesting testable signals that

accompany such dark sectors. In [77], a model is proposed to mimic electroweak baryo-

genesis in the dark sector with the minimum of necessary “ingredients.” The dark sector

contains a gauged SU(2), two dark Higgs doublets, two dark lepton doublets, and two dark

right-handed singlets. The two dark Higgs permit tree-level CP violation in the dark po-

tential; a component of one lepton doublet has a large Yukawa and plays the role of the SM

top in normal electroweak baryogenesis; the other doublet cancels Witten’s anomaly; and

the two singlets establish a neutrino portal. The dark sector undergoes a strongly first or-

der phase transition which, together with the dark sphalerons, generates dark asymmetries.
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The neutrino portal then transfers some of this generated asymmetry to the SM where it

is converted to the baryon asymmetry prior to SM electroweak symmetry breaking.

Even such a minimal model produces a variety of detectable signals. Exotic SM Z

and Higgs decays to light singlets may be discovered at future e+e− Higgs factories [85].

The dark phase transition can generate gravitational waves within the reach of a variety

of future observatories such as LISA [86], LIGO [87], ET [88], and BBO [89], depending

on the temperature of the phase transition. This iteration of Darkogenesis also predicts

an irreducible contribution to the number of relativistic degrees of freedom in the early

Universe which will be fully probed soon by future CMB stage 3 experiments [90–93] and

stage 4 ones [94].

Expanding the dark sector into a full copy of the SM gauge group and one SM matter

generation (including a single right-handed neutrino) can additionally generate asymmet-

ric dark matter [82]. This in turn can lead to even more complementary signals, including

visibly decaying dark photons detectable at future experiments [95] as well as detectable

nuclear recoils in dark matter direct detection experiments [96, 97]. Other models of Dark-

ogenesis vary the gauge/particle content of the dark sector, the portal used for asymmetry

transfer, and the scale of the dark-sector phase transition, but often follow an analogous

story to the minimal model’s. In addition, the dark-sector phase transition can be used to

“filter” heavy dark matter in a CPV way to create a dark chiral asymmetry which is con-

verted to a lepton and then baryon asymmetry [98]. It is also possible to use CPV decays of

a parent particle in the dark sector (as in leptogenesis) to source the initial asymmetry [99].

2.7 WIMP-Triggered Baryogenesis

Contributors: Yanou Cui, Arnab Dasgupta, Michael Shamma and Brian Shuve

WIMP-triggered baryogenesis models are inspired by recognizing that thermal freeze-out

of WIMPs can provide the Sakharov out-of-equilibrium condition necessary for successful

baryogenesis. The two main schools of producing the baryon asymmetry with WIMPs in-

clude: through their annihilation around the freezeout time (e.g. [100–103]), and through

the post-freezeout decays of a meta-stable WIMP (e.g. [104–107]). These scenarios also

provide new possibilities addressing the coincidence ΩDM ∼ 5ΩB between DM and baryon

abundance.

WIMPy baryogenesis from WIMP dark matter annihilation. This type of model

is based on the subtle fact that during the WIMP freeze-out, the net DM annihilation

or departure from equilibrium becomes significant at T ∼ mDM, which occurs before the

typical freezeout temperature Tfo ∼ mDM/O(10). This time separation allows the build-

up of baryon asymmetry through DM depletion before its freezeout, provided that the

annihilation is CP - and B (or L)-violating. Washout processes suppress the produced

baryon asymmetry, but these processes can slow down to below the Hubble rate before Tf0.

Generically, upon solving the Boltzmann equations for the DM and baryon abundances

one finds the following approximate relation for the co-moving baryon asymmetry

Y∆B(T → 0) ≈ ε

2
[YDM(Twashout)− YDM(T → 0)] (2.12)
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where YDM(Twashout) is the co-moving DM density at the time of washout processes freezing

out, YDM(T →∞) is the observed co-moving DM density, and ε is the CP asymmetry factor

defined as the net baryon asymmetry obtained for each DM annihilation.

A specific realization of WIMPy baryogenesis from annihilations is one in which WIMP

annihilations violate lepton number and produce an asymmetry in leptons before being con-

verted into the observed baryon asymmetry by electroweak sphalerons. A model realizing

this scenario includes the following interations:

L ⊃
(
λiX

2 + λ′iX̄
2
)
Si + λψiLψSi + h.c., (2.13)

where DM consists of a gauge-singlet pair of Dirac fermions X and X̄ coupled to pseudo-

scalar gauge singlets S1,2. Additionally, the pseudo-scalar singlets couple to weak-scale

SU(2)L doublet fermions ψ and the left-handed SM lepton doublet. X − X̄ annihilation

to L,ψ trigger baryogenesis. The requirement that washout processes become ineffective

before X freezeout can be realized for mψ & mX , while mψ < 2mX is necessary for X

annihilation to be kinematically allowed. For further details see [100].

WIMPy baryogenesis from unstable intermediate particles. Another interesting

mechanism to create the BAU involves the interference of two independent sub-amplitudes

of an annihilation or a decay process [103].

To realise such scenarios via 2 → 2 scatterings or 1 → 3 decays (see Fig. 6) which

involves two different intermediate state particles, with the outgoing particles (or decay

products) carrying net nonzero baryon or lepton number.

As an example we will consider the 2 → 2 scattering case with the initial states i1, i2
and with only two sub-processes for the final states f1, f2 (here i1,2 and f1,2 generically

stand bosons and/or fermions), mediated by intermediate-state particles of mass m1 and

m2, respectively. Now, the total amplitude for this process is given as:

M = (C1M1 + C2M2)W (2.14)

where Ci contain only the couplings, W contains the wave functions for the incoming and

outgoing particles and Mi stand for the rest of the subamplitudes. The corresponding

amplitude for the conjugate process ī1ī2 → f̄1f̄2 is

M̄ = (C∗1M1 + C∗2M2)W∗. (2.15)

And hence the asymmetry we get by comparing the modular squares of the amplitude as

δ = −4Im[C1C∗2 ]Im[M1M∗2]|W|2, (2.16)

where Im[C1C∗2 ] is coming purely from the couplings, which is required to be non-zero

for CP violation, and Im[M1M∗2] incorporates the imaginary parts of the subamplitudes

M1,2, which is reminiscent of the imaginary part coming from the interference of tree and

loop-level diagrams in the 1 → 2 decay scenario. In the 2 → 2 process we will have the

resummed propagator as

Mj =
Aj

xj −m2
j + imjΓj

(2.17)
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FIG. 1. Generic schematic diagrams for tree-level 2 ! 2
processes that are responsible for lepton or baryon asymmetry
generation. i1,2 and f1,2 are respectively the initial and final
states, and m1,2 are the mediators.

where Im[C1C⇤
2 ] is the imaginary part coming from the

couplings, which is required to be non-zero for CP vio-
lation, whereas Im[M1M⇤

2] incorporates the imaginary
part from the sub-amplitudes M1, 2, which is reminis-
cent of the imaginary part coming from the interference
of tree and loop diagrams in the 1 ! 2 decay scenario.
Therefore, complex couplings are not su�cient (although
necessary for CP violation) for realizing � 6= 0. Eq. (3) is
a general result applicable to 2 ! 2 scatterings, as well as
1 ! N decays (for N � 3). Note that for 1 ! 2 decays,
the tree-level decay rates for f1f2 and f̄1f̄2 final states
are both proportional to the modular square of the same
coupling, thus making � = 0. Therefore, one must con-
sider the interference between tree and loop diagrams to
generate a non-zero CP asymmetry in the 1 ! 2 decays.

In the tree-level 2 ! 2 processes we have only one
source for the complex sub-amplitudes, which is the me-
diator widths and exists in all the s-, t- and u-channel
diagrams. In general the sub-amplitudes M1, 2 can be
written in the form of

Mj =
Aj

xj � m2
j + imj�j

, (4)

with j = 1, 2, xj = s, t, u the Mandelstam variables, mj

and �j respectively the mediator masses and widths, and
Aj arbitrary real expression. It is then trivial to get the
imaginary component:

Im[M1M⇤
2] =

A1A2

⇥
(x1 � m2

1)m2�2 � (x2 � m2
2)m1�1

⇤

[(x1 � m2
1)

2 + m2
1�

2
1] [(x2 � m2

2)
2 + m2

2�
2
2]

.

(5)

As long as (x1�m2
1)m2�2 6= (x2�m2

2)m1�1 in Eq. (7),
then with the imaginary couplings Im[C1C⇤

2 ] 6= 0, we can
produce non-zero asymmetry � 6= 0. This is the most
general argument and does not depend on the specific
channels of the two sub-processes or the model details.

The expression in Eq. (7) applies also to the 1 ! 3 decay
case.

i) If the two sub-processes are both in the s-channel,
as shown in (a) and (b) of Fig. 1, one just need to re-
place x1, 2 by s in Eq. (7). It is clear that the asymmetry
factor � can be largely enhanced in vicinity of the reso-
nance(s), with s�m2

i ⇠ mi�i (with i = 1, 2), which is in
some sense similar to the enhancement e↵ect in resonant
leptogenesis [20].

ii) If one of the sub-amplitudes is in the s-channel and
the other one in the t- or u-channel, which is (a)+(d) or
(b)+(c) in Fig. 1, then it is in general a good approxima-
tion to neglect the imaginary part for the t- or u-channel
propagator. For concreteness we take M1 to be in the
s-channel and M2 in the x-channel (x = t or u). In
this case the imaginary sub-amplitudes can be slightly
simplified:

Im[M1M⇤
2]

⇠= � A1A2m1�1

[(s � m2
1)

2 + m2
1�

2
1] (x � m2

2)
2

, (6)

which is proportional to the s-channel mediator width
�1. It could also be largely enhanced at the s-channel
resonance, i.e. s � m2

1 ⇠ m1�1.
iii) If the two sub-processes are both in the t- or u-

channel, which is (c)+(d) in Fig. 1, then the width terms
in the denominator of Eq. (7) can be neglected, i.e.

Im[M1M⇤
2] ⇠=

A1A2

⇥
(x1 � m2

1)m2�2 � (x2 � m2
2)m1�1

⇤

(x1 � m2
1)

2(x2 � m2
2)

2
,

(7)

and asymmetry is suppressed by the widths via the ratio
mi�i/(xj � m2

j ) with i, j = 1, 2.
Scotogenic type-II seesaw.– We apply the tree-level

generation of matter-antimatter asymmetry to a minimal
realistic extension of SM, i.e. the amalgamation of scoto-
genic model [21] and type-II seesaw mechanism [22–27].
For the purpose of scotogenic mechanism, an inert dou-
blet ⌘ and three RHNs Ni are introduced; to implement
type-II seesaw, an isopin triplet � is added to the scalar
sector. Written with the full components, the beyond SM
scalars read, with the quantum numbers under the SM
SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y group put in the parenthesis:

⌘ =

 
⌘+

⌘0

!
2 (2, 1/2) , � =

 
�++ �+

�+ ��0

!
2 (3, 1) . (8)

The inert doublet ⌘ and the three RHNs Ni are odd under
the discrete Z2 symmetry, while all other particles are
even. In this model we assume the RHNs are heavier
than the ⌘ scalars, then the lightest neutral component
from ⌘ plays the role of DM particle.

The Yukawa couplings is given by the Lagrangian

LY = Y N
i↵ e⌘†L↵Ni + Y �

↵�LC
↵�L� , (9)

with L the SM charged lepton doublets (C the charge
conjugation operator), ⌘̃ = i�2⌘, ↵, � = e, µ, ⌧ the lep-
ton flavor indices, and i = 1, 2, 3 the mass index for

Figure 6: Generic topologies for tree-level (left) 1→ 3 and (right) 2→ 2 subprocesses that

can give rise to a nonzero lepton or baryon asymmetry. Here i1,2 and f1,2 are respectively

the initial and final states, and m1,2 are the masses of two different mediators.

where j = 1, 2, xj = s, t, u are the Mandelstram variables, mj and Γj are respectively the

mediator masses and widths, and Aj are some arbitrary real parameters. The imaginary

parts from the product of subamplitudes is given as

Im[M1M∗2] =
A1A2

[
(x1 −m2

1)m2Γ2 − (x2 −m2
2)m1Γ1

]
[
(x1 −m2

1)2 +m2
1Γ2

1

] [
(x2 −m2

2)2 +m2
2Γ2

2

] (2.18)

which is nonzero as long as the numerator is nonvanishing i.e (x1 − m2
1)m2Γ2 6= (x2 −

m2
2)m1Γ1. There are two distinct possibilities for the tree-level 2→ 2 case shown in Fig.6:

(i) If both of the subprocesses are s−channel [cf. Fig.6(a)+(b)], one just needs to replace

x1,2 by s in Eq.(2.18). In this case, the CP -asymmetry factor δ in Eq.(2.16) can be

largely enhanced in the vicinity of resonance (s), with s−m2
i ' miΓi (with i = 1, 2),

similar to the enhancement effect in resonant leptogenesis [108, 109].

(ii) If one of the sub-amplitudes is in the s-channel and the other one in the t- or u-

channel [cf. Fig. 6 (a)+(d) or (b)+(c)], one can safely take the imaginary part for the

t- or u-channel propagator. For illustration, we take M1 as the s-channel and M2

as the x-channel (x = t or u) amplitude. In this case, Eq. (2.18) can be simplified to

Im[M1M∗2] ' − A1A2m1Γ1[
(s−m2

1)2 +m2
1Γ2

1

]
(x−m2

2)
, (2.19)

which is proportional to the s-channel mediator width Γ1. Here, the CP -asymmetry

could also be largely enhanced at the s-channel resonance, i.e. s−m2
1 ' m1Γ1.

Baryogenesis triggered by metastable WIMP decay. In this type of model, the

baryon asymmetry arises from the CP - and B(L)-violating decays of a metastable WIMP

parent χB after its annihilation freezes out. The late decay may occur in a wide time

window prior to BBN, while the predicted baryon asymmetry is not sensitive to the lifetime

of χB. Because the WIMP is long lived, washout processes are typically suppressed at the
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time of WIMP decay. As a result, the baryon asymmetry in this weak washout regime can

be directly related to the density of χB at the time of its freeze-out:

YB(0) ≈ εYχB (Tf.o.), ΩB(0) = ε
mp

mχB

Ωτ→∞
χB

(2.20)

where Ωτ→∞
χB

is the “would-be” abundance of χB in the limit that it is stable, mp is the

proton mass and ε is the CP asymmetry factor. Therefore, a generalized WIMP miracle

applies to baryon abundance. Note that this scenario provides a more direct connection

between the baryon asymmetry and a DM-like abundance; in WIMPy baryogenesis, the

asymmetry is determined by the DM density at washout decoupling, not the final DM

abundance.

A minimal realization of this scenario is given by

∆L = λijφdidj + αiχBūiφ+ βiψūiφ+ ηχ2
BS + γ|H|2S + h.c. (2.21)

where all couplings can be complex, H is the SM Higgs boson; di and ui are right- handed

SM quarks with flavor indices i = 1, 2, 3; φ is a di-quark scalar with the same SM gauge

charge as u; χB and ψ are SM singlet Majorana fermions, and S is a singlet scalar. The

embedding of this mechanism in supersymmetry theories can be found in [104, 105]. Re-

cent developments related to this scenario include, for instance, WIMP Cogenesis and Dark

Freezeout Cogenesis. [106, 107, 110]. Additionally, there have been developments recently

with WIMP-like models of baryogenesis from annihilation in [111–115]

Phenomenology. The phenomenology predicted by WIMP baryogenesis mechanisms is

rather rich, including various signals relevant for DM direct and indirect detection experi-

ments, as well as precision frontier experiments (e.g. EDM measurements). Additionally,

these models often contain new particles with masses and interactions at or near the elec-

troweak scale, and thus can be within the reach of the current or near future particle collider

experiments. Notably, in the case of WIMP baryogenesis from decays, the WIMP parent

must survive its thermal freeze-out time in order to meet out-of-equilibrium Sakharov con-

dition, thus with a lifetime

τWIMP &
(

Tf.o.

100 GeV

)
10−10 sec (2.22)

This relatively long lifetime corresponds to a decay length, l ∼ 1 mm, which is intriguingly

around the tracking resolution scale of detectors at collider experiments such as the LHC or

future high luminosity experiments. As such, once the meta-stable WIMP is produced, its

subsequent decays would generate displaced vertex signatures [116]. WIMP baryogenesis

has become a benchmark case for long-lived particle searches at current/planned collider

experiments [117–119].

2.8 Gaugino Portal Baryogenesis

Contributor: Bibhushan Shakya

Supersymmetry remains one of the best motivated extensions of physics beyond the Stan-

dard Model. Supersymmetric constructions have been long known to provide viable baryo-

genesis mechanisms via R-parity violating (RPV) decays of heavy superpartners in the
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early Universe [104, 105, 120–124]. While LHC and direct detection measurements place

severe constraints on weak scale supersymmetry [125–127], in particular the Minimal Super-

symmetic Standard Model (MSSM), supersymmetry might be realized at higher energies

or in secluded sectors, with interesting phenomenological consequences [128, 129]. Such

frameworks provide a novel and natural possibility for baryogenesis, via portal interactions

between the visible and hidden sectors, where the portal interactions can naturally lead to

favorable conditions for low scale baryogenesis.

A specific realization of this idea is gaugino portal baryogenesis [110], which makes use

of gaugino mixing between a hidden sector gaugino B̃′ and the bino B̃ of the MSSM, which

is the supersymmetric counterpart of the familiar and extensively studied gauge kinetic

mixing portal. The BAU is populated through late decays of the B̃′, which are produced

via either freeze-in or freezeout processes in the early Universe. The Sakharov conditions

are readily satisfied: baryon number violation is realized through R-parity violating decays

of the B̃′; CP violation arises from the interference of tree and loop level decays of the B̃′,
with a nonvanishing CP phase (in this case) in the gaugino masses (see Fig.7), and the

out-of-equilibrium condition is provided by late decays of the B̃′.
The small portal coupling ε between the two sectors serves two main purposes in the

context of baryogenesis (see [110] for details). First, it naturally gives rise to a small decay

width for the hidden gaugino B̃′, crucial to avoid the washout of the produced baryon

asymmetry, without any large mass hierarchies or unnaturally small parameters, and with-

out additionally suppressing the fraction of B̃′ decays that produce an asymmetry. Second,

while large CP violation involving particles below the PeV scale is strongly constrained

by electric dipole moment (EDM) measurements [130, 131], the portal coupling naturally

allows the means to circumvent this constraint by realizing CP violation in the hidden

sector, so that its contribution to EDMs is ε2 suppressed. As a result, baryogenesis can be

realized in the above setup for B̃′ masses as low as 10 GeV (and as high as 108 GeV).

For not-too-small values of ε, the hidden gaugino B̃′ can be produced at colliders and

be observed as a long-lived particle with RPV decays. Depending on the nature of the

RPV coupling, complementary signals can also be seen in low energy experiments, such as

dinucleon decays, or neutron-antineutron oscillation if the coupling involves first generation

quarks [132].

2.9 Freeze-In Baryogenesis via Dark Matter Oscillations

Contributors: Brian Shuve and David Tucker-Smith

In models of freeze-in DM [133–135], the DM states are out of equilibrium for most or all

of cosmic history. Thus, freeze-in DM satisfies the out-of-equilibrium Sakharov condition

and can be responsible for baryogenesis [136–141]. In a recently proposed mechanism, the

production, oscillation, and subsequent scattering of two DM mass eigenstates can be si-

multaneously responsible for the DM abundance as well as baryogenesis [139, 141]. Because

baryogenesis occurs at higher order in the out-of-equilibrium coupling than DM production,

there is a tension between obtaining a sufficiently large baryon asymmetry without getting
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Figure 7: Interference between tree and loop decays of the hidden gaugino B̃ that produces

a baryon asymmetry. In this instance, the nonvanishing CP phase resides in the product

of the two gaugino masses, represented by mass insertions on the loop diagram.

too much DM. The result is that there exists a bounded, potentially testable, region of

parameter space for viable DM and baryogenesis.

The mechanism functions similarly to ARS leptogenesis [142, 143], which has right-

handed neutrinos as the oscillating, out-of-equilibrium states. Here, we discuss a concrete

scenario where there exists one or more BSM scalars, Φ, which are electroweak singlets with

hypercharge −1 [141]. They interact with the DM mass eigenstates, χi, and SM leptons

via

L ⊃ −Fαi ec
αΦχi + h.c.. (2.23)

Note that a similar mechanism functions if Φ carries QCD charge and couples to quarks;

see [139].

There exist three identified classes of models for freeze-in leptogenesis via DM oscilla-

tions. (1) Minimal Model: Eq. (2.23) represents the entire model content and interac-

tions of the theory. In this case, asymmetries in individual SM lepton flavors are generated

at O(F 4), but the total lepton asymmetry arises only at O(F 6) due to flavor-dependent

washout effects. Because the total asymmetry is generated at such a high order, the sce-

nario requires MΦ . 1.5 GeV, allowing for a longer period of DM oscillations and making

the new scalar typically within reach of colliders. Additionally, the Minimal Model favors a

nearly massless lightest DM (χ1) state, which contributes to dark radiation, and a heavier

DM eigenstate χ2 with mass . 100 keV (constituting warm DM for much of the parame-

ter space). For typical parameters, χ1 comes into equilibrium, leading to a breakdown of

the perturbative expansion and mitigating the higher-order asymmetry compared to DM

production. The larger couplings in this scenario lead to a prompt decay of Φ → `χ at

colliders for much of the viable parameter space. (2) UVDM: in this model, there exist

two scalars, Φ1 and Φ2, and consequently two sets of Yukawa couplings, F 1
αi and F 2

αi. In

this case, a total lepton asymmetry arises at O[(F 1)2(F 2)2], yielding a larger asymmetry

for a given DM density. The lightest scalar can be much heavier (up to ∼ 20 TeV), al-

though for generic Yukawa textures the lightest Φ must be at the TeV scale. Additionally,

a broader range of DM masses is allowed, with Mχ2 . MeV and Mχ1 heavy enough that it

is not necessarily hot or warm. Because of the smaller couplings needed for baryogenesis,
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the lightest scalar Φ can be either prompt or displaced at colliders. (3) Z2V: In the first

two models, there exists a Z2 symmetry that stabilizes DM. There are, however, addi-

tional allowed interactions of Φ if the Z2 symmetry is broken: a neutrino portal coupling

hαi`αHχi and a scalar coupling λαβ`α ˜̀
βΦ∗. Because of X-ray line constraints, hαi has to

be so small as to play no role in leptogenesis. However, the coupling λαβ essentially assigns

a lepton number of −2 to Φ if the coupling is in equilibrium, and this allows the generation

of a total lepton asymmetry at O(F 4λ2) (or, F 4 if λ comes into equilibrium) even with a

single scalar. Like the UVDM model, Φ is often at the TeV scale but can be & 10 TeV

for χ1 acting as dark radiation, and Mχ2 can be as heavy as the MeV scale. When the

Z2V coupling is sufficiently large to be in equilibrium at the time of leptogenesis, Φ decays

promptly.

The mechanism of freeze-in baryogenesis via DM oscillations naturally points towards

several interesting energy scales: TeV for the Φ mass, 10 keV for the heavier DM mass

eigenstate, and decay lengths up to the cm scale or longer. The model therefore predicts

signals that can be tested with a wide variety of probes [139, 141]. Searches for SM fermion

+ missing momentum at colliders is a powerful probe, although in the case of leptogenesis

we emphasize that Φ can decay to multiple flavors of leptons, weakening existing searches

for sleptons. The model also has implications for structure formation and dark radiation,

and in the Z2V model can also give rise to a number of other phenomena such as X-ray

lines from DM decay, flavor violation, and contributions to (g − 2)µ.

2.10 Baryogenesis Through Particle-Antiparticle Oscillations

Contributor: Seyda Ipek

Pseudo-Dirac fermions have both Dirac and Majorana masses. The mass eigenstates are a

mixture of particle and antiparticle interaction states and thus they can undergo particle–

antiparticle oscillations similar to neutral meson oscillations. Furthermore, if both the

particle and the antiparticle are allowed to decay into the same final state, there can be CP

violation due to a physical phase difference in the respective coupling constants [144]. The

oscillations can enhance CP violation in the parameter regime where the mass difference

between the heavy and light mass eigenstates (∆m) is the same order of magnitude as the

decay width of the particles (Γ). Namely, there can be a large amount of CP violation if

the particle/antiparticle system oscillates a few times before they decay. Conversely, if the

oscillations are too fast (∆m � Γ), the CP violation is washed out and if they are too

slow (∆m� Γ) decay happens before oscillations and CP violation is again reduced.

In the early universe, the oscillation dynamics are affected by both the expansion

of the universe and the interactions of the pseudo-Dirac fermions with the SM plasma.

For example, oscillations do not start until the Hubble rate drops below the oscillation

frequency, H(T ) < ωosc = ∆m. For a mass difference of ∼ 10−4 eV and smaller, this

means that oscillations would be delayed until the temperature of the universe drops below

the mass of the particles, T < M . Then, in order for the CP violation in these oscillations

to be important, the decays should also be delayed, causing the particles to decay out of
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equilibrium. Assuming these decays are baryon-number (or lepton-number) violating, all

three of the Sakharov conditions could be satisfied.

The interactions of the pseudo-Dirac fermions with the SM plasma can further hinder

the oscillations in the early universe. These interactions can either be flavor-blind or flavor-

sensitive depending on if the Lagrangian is symmetric or antisymmetric under ψ → ψc,

respectively. Here ψ is the particle state and ψc is the antiparticle state.

The Boltzmann equations that govern the time evolution of the density matrix Y ≡
n/s ∝∑ψ,ψc |ψi〉〈ψi| for particles ψ and antiparticles ψc are given as

zH
dY

dz
= −i(HY −YH†)− 1

2

∑

+,−
Γ±[O±, [O±,Y]]−

∑

+,−
s〈σv〉±

(
1

2
{Y, O±YO±} − Y 2

eq

)
,

(2.24)

where z = M/T , H is the Hubble rate and s is the entropy density. The first term on

the left-hand side describes the oscillations with the Hamiltonian H = M − iΓ. Γ+/Γ−
is the rate of inelastic scatterings for flavor-sensitive/blind interactions respectively, 〈σv〉
is the thermally-averaged annihilation cross section and O± = diag(1,±1) differentiates

between flavor-sensitive and flavor-blind interactions. Note that the second term is zero

for flavor-blind interactions.

These equations can be solved numerically for a model-independent, generic scenario [145].

The resulting baryon asymmetry can be well approximated by

∆B ' εΣψ(zosc) , (2.25)

where zosc is when oscillations start and Σψ = Yψ +Yψc . The CP -violation is quantified by

the parameter ε = (Γ(ψ → BX) − Γ(ψ → B̄X))/Γ, where X is a state with zero baryon

number.

This mechanism can be easily realized in U(1)R-symmetric MSSM (MRSSM), see e.g.

[146]. In MRSSM, gauginos are necessarily pseudo-Dirac fermions. If there are also R-

parity-violating interactions, then a pseudo-Dirac bino can go under CP -violating oscil-

lations and B-violating decays. This scenario is realized for representative mass scales of

O(100 GeV) bino and O(10 TeV) sfermions.

2.11 Mesino Oscillations and Baryogenesis

Contributor: Akshay Ghalsasi

In the most popular models of baryogenesis (Electroweak Baryogenesis, vanilla Leptogenesis

etc.), the baryon asymmetry is produced at very high temperatures, above or around the

weak scale. However the cosmology of most supersymmetric extensions of standard model

prefer a low reheating scale [147–154]. Models of light scalar dark matter also prefer

low inflation scale to suppress isocurvature perturbations [154–160]. Models of dynamic

relaxation of the weak scale also require the universe to reheat below the weak scale [161].

Low inflation or reheat scale implies a low scale to achieve baryogenesis, even as low as the

QCD scale (1-200 MeV). Although models for low scale baryogenesis exist [120, 121], they
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require the existence of long lived heavy particles, whose decay dilutes away any baryon

asymmetry that it produces. Moreover, these models typically require large CP violation

to get the required baryon asymmetry, which suffers from constraints on electric dipole

moments of particles.

In [162] a model for low scale baryogenesis was proposed via mesino oscillations. A

mesino is a bound state between SU(3)c-charged heavy scalar and a standard model quark

that forms after the QCD phase transition. At the QCD phase transition, an equal number

of mesino and anti-mesino are created. Neutral mesinos can oscillate into anti-mesinos and

vice-versa. Analogous to the neutral kaon system in SM, interference between on and off-

shell oscillations gives rise to CP violation preferring mesinos over anti-mesinos. Out of

equilibrium, baryon number violating decays of the scalar in the mesino then gives us the

required baryon asymmetry.

The model needs a complex scalar φ with SM charges (3,1,-1/3), and three singlet

Weyl fermion Ni. The Lagrangian is given by

L ⊃ yijφd̄iNj −
1

2
mN,ijNiNj + αijφ

∗d̄iūj + c.c. (2.26)

where ūi and d̄i are up and down type singlet antiquarks. Neutral mesinos Φdi are bound

states of 〈φdi〉. Rotating and rephasing the Ni makes the singlet mass matrix mN real

and diagonal. The first term in Eq. 2.26 is responsible for mesino oscillations mediated

via the singlets Ni. The last term gives the baryon number violating decays of φ and

hence the mesinos. Seven of the nine phases of αij can be reparametrized and made real.

The remaining phases of αij play no role in contributing to the CP violation required by

baryogenesis. This leaves all of the nine complex phases of yij to give the required CP

violation.

Experimental constraints to be discussed below require mΦ ' mφ ' O( TeV). We will

assume two of the Weyl fermions to be close in mass to the SU(3)c−charged scalar i.e.

mNi = mφ + ∆mi with |∆mi| ' O( GeV). The Hamiltonian of the mesino - anti-mesino

system can be written as

H =

(
M − iΓ

2 M12 − iΓ12
2

M∗12 − i
Γ∗12
2 M − iΓ

2

)
(2.27)

where the off diagonal terms M12,Γ12 are responsible the mesino - anti-mesino oscilla-

tions and correspond to on-shell and off-shell contributions respectively. One of the Weyl

fermions N1 needs to be lighter than the mesino and will contribute to both M12,Γ12 while

N2 contributes purely to M12. The total baryonic CP asymmetry generated can then be

written as

εB =
2Im(M12Γ∗12)

Γ2 + 4M2
12

ΓB
Γ

(2.28)

where ΓB is the width of the mesino decaying to baryons. Generically εB ' 10−3 − 10−4

but it can be shown that εB can be as large as 1/8 since the asymmetry depends on the

ratio of values that can be comparable to each other. This is unlike the case where CP
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asymmetry is generated via decay of heavy particles from interference between their tree

level and one-loop diagrams and the CP violating phase has to be large to get a large

enough εB.

The cosmology of baryogenesis via mesino oscillations is as follows. The Weyl fermion

N3 decays into a scalar φ and a quark at temperatures T < 200 MeV. The scalar φ

quickly hadronizes to form mesinos. CP violation from mesino - anti-mesino oscillations

and baryon number violating decays of the mesino result into baryogenesis. The decays

of N3 and subsequent decay of the mesinos produces entropy which further dilutes the

asymmetry. It can be shown that accounting for entropy dilution the maximum possible

asymmetry in this model is ηB,max ' 10−6, well above the present day baryon asymmetry

of ηB ≈ 10−10.

Since this model contains a charged SU(3)c−charged scalar it can be produces easily

at colliders and this model remains eminently observable. The SU(3)c−charged scalar φ

can decay into two jets through the αijφ
∗d̄iūj , or appears to decay to two jets via it’s

decay into N1 and the subsequent decay of N1 to two hard jets (the third jet is usually

soft and not detected at the LHC). However looking for 3 jet events puts a constraint of

mφ < 600 GeV [163–165]. Ref. [166] indicates that future 2 jet searches at 14 TeV LHC

at 1000−1fb will constrain mφ < TeV. Future 100 TeV colliders can probe mφ 10 TeV.

Constraints from searches of displaced vertices at the LHC, neutron - antineutron and kaon

oscillations, and from dinucleon decays to kaons are easily satisfied by appropriate choices

of yij , αij . Finally an observation of decays of mesino, anti-mesino to same sign top quark

at the LHC will be a smoking gun signature for this mechanism [167].

2.12 Mesogenesis

Contributors: Gilly Elor and Robert McGehee

Mesogenesis is a novel, experimentally testable mechanism of MeV-scale baryogenesis and

dark matter production which utilizes CP violation (CPV) within SM meson systems [168–

170]. To date, several mechanisms of Mesogenesis have been proposed. Generic to all

flavors of Mesogenesis is a scalar field Φ with a mass of 10 − 100 GeV which decays

at a low temperature TR to qq̄ pairs. Φ may or may not be related to inflation, but

TBBN . TR . TQCD, so there exists a late, matter-dominated era i.e. ΓΦ ∼ H(TR).

At such MeV scales, the qq̄’s subsequently hadronize into SM neutral and charged mesons

which undergo out-of-equilibrium CPV processes such as neutralB0
d,s oscillations or charged

meson decays. These processes are expected in the SM, but CPV contributions from new

physics could exist (and is required in some versions of Mesogenesis). Baryon number is

never violated thanks to the introduction of a new dark sector state ψB carrying baryon

number B = −1.

There are two sub-classes of Mesogenesis models. In the first, the daughter meson

of the CPV process decays into the dark baryon and a SM baryon generating an equal

and opposite baryon asymmetry between the dark and visible sectors. Since the stability

of matter requires mB & mp, this is only possible for sufficiently heavy daughter mesons.

Fig. 8 schematically summarizes how the Sakharov conditions are satisfied in such scenarios.
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We first discuss the scenario in which Mesogenesis in

which B+ mesons decay into a dark sector state carrying
SM baryon number. [GE: In general in this section when
we write  B in the branching fraction we really mean
missing energy as  B decays down into dark sector states.
Need to converge on notation here or explain in words.]

A. The Mechanism

B�
c (3)

B� (4)

Y�B = �YB (5)

In B+
c Mesogenesis a baryon asymmetry is generated

as follows:

B+
c !B+ + M0

SM , (6a)

B+ ! B+
SM +  B , (6b)

and, of course, the conjugate processes. Here SM
B+

c = |cb̄i (6.274 GeV) meson decays into a B+ =
|ub̄i (5.279 GeV) meson and various di↵erent SM neu-
tral mesons M0

SM (see [] for a summary of decay modes).
This decay should contain CP violation (both from the
SM and possible new physics contributions []), which is
parameterized in terms of the CP asymmetry observable
defined as

ACP =
�(B+

c ! f) � �(B�
c ! f̄)

�(B+
c ! f) + �(B�

c ! f̄)
, (7)

where f is some final state i.e. in this case f = B+ M0
SM.

Next, for low enough temperatures T . 20 MeV [GE:
justify somewhere] the produced B+ will quickly decay
(rather than scatter) into a SM charged baryon B±

SM and
a new dark sector anti-baryon  B. Note that as such this
decay conserves baryon number. The net result is the

generation of an equal and opposite baryon number be-
tween the dark and visible sector which will be directly
related to experimental observables in B+

c and B+ de-
cays, schematically, and in terms of yield variables

YB ⌘ nB � nB̄
s

/
X

f

ACP BrB+
c

⇥ BrB+ (8)

where we have used the shorthand notation BrB+
c

⌘
Br
�
B+

c ! B+ M0
SM

�
and BrB+ ⌘ Br

�
B+ ! B+

SM  B
�
.

[GE: I think we save the discussion of measuring these
things for later. Maybe just say something here about
why we don’t expect them to be super small?]

B. The Model

We introduce a dark sector fermion  B which is
charged under anti-baryon number B = �1. The decay
of the meson into the dark sector state M+

SM ! B+
SM+ B

proceeds through a dimension six four fermion operator.
Following the UV model of [26], we add a colored triplet
scalar � with hyper-charge assignment3 Y = �1/3, the
following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the symme-
tries:

L� = �
X

i, j

yuidj
�?ūiRdc

jR �
X

k

y Bdk
�dc

kR ̄B + h.c. .(9)

The flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful variations
of this model. Note that such model has a simple real-
ization in the context of supersymmerty [36], where the
mediator � can be idetified with a right handed squark.
As such, � can be produced and searched for at LHC ex-
periments as is generally expected to be constrained by
SUSY collider searches to be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [32] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

As Mesogenesis operates at MeV scales, we integrate
out the mediator �, arriving at the following portal op-
erator for mediating meson decays

O =
y2

M2
�

 Buidjdk . (10)

Here y2 ⌘ yud y d (where we have suppressed flavor in-
dices), and M� is the mediator mass. Note that this
conserves baryon number. This operator then mediates
the parton level decay q̄ !  ̄Bqq within the meson decay
Eq. (6b). There are four possible flavorful variations of
Eq. (10) leading to di↵erent final state SM baryons from
the B+ decay. Table. I summarizes these four possible

3 Note that it is also possible to construct such a model with the
choice Y = 2/3. While the two di↵erent choices correspond
to models with slightly di↵erent flavor constraints [32], for the
purposes of the present work we do not need to go into these
details. [GE: phrase better].
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SM and
a new dark sector anti-baryon  B. Note that as such this
decay conserves baryon number. The net result is the
generation of an equal and opposite baryon number be-
tween the dark and visible sector which will be directly
related to experimental observables in B+

c and B+ de-
cays, schematically, and in terms of yield variables

YB ⌘ nB � nB̄
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X
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ACP BrB+
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where we have used the shorthand notation BrB+
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[GE: I think we save the discussion of measuring these
things for later. Maybe just say something here about
why we don’t expect them to be super small?]

B. The Model

We introduce a dark sector fermion  B which is
charged under anti-baryon number B = �1. The decay
of the meson into the dark sector state M+

SM ! B+
SM+ B

proceeds through a dimension six four fermion operator.
Following the UV model of [26], we add a colored triplet
scalar � with hyper-charge assignment3 Y = �1/3, the
following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the symme-
tries:

L� = �
X

i, j

yuidj�
?ūiRdc

jR �
X

k

y Bdk
�dc

kR ̄B + h.c. .(6)

The flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful variations
of this model. Note that such model has a simple real-
ization in the context of supersymmerty [36], where the
mediator � can be idetified with a right handed squark.
As such, � can be produced and searched for at LHC ex-
periments as is generally expected to be constrained by
SUSY collider searches to be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [32] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

As Mesogenesis operates at MeV scales, we integrate
out the mediator �, arriving at the following portal op-
erator for mediating meson decays

O =
y2

M2
�

 Buidjdk . (7)

Here y2 ⌘ yud y d (where we have suppressed flavor in-
dices), and M� is the mediator mass. Note that this
conserves baryon number. This operator then mediates
the parton level decay q̄ !  ̄Bqq within the meson decay
Eq. (3b). There are four possible flavorful variations of
Eq. (7) leading to di↵erent final state SM baryons from
the B+ decay. Table. I summarizes these four possible
decay modes. Note that there is no a priori reason to
expect a particular flavor structure. Eq. (7) also gives
rise to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons decays and decays

of b-flavord baryons [GE: Note that I’m not including all
the possible baryon decays in this table. I’m going to re-
move everything but the B+ decay mode and referencing
my other papers for the other decays.]

3 Note that it is also possible to construct such a model with the
choice Y = 2/3. While the two di↵erent choices correspond
to models with slightly di↵erent flavor constraints [32], for the
purposes of the present work we do not need to go into these
details. [GE: phrase better].
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Next, for low enough temperatures T . 20 MeV [GE:
justify somewhere] the produced B+ will quickly decay
(rather than scatter) into a SM charged baryon B±
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charged under anti-baryon number B = �1. The decay
of the meson into the dark sector state M+

SM ! B+
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proceeds through a dimension six four fermion operator.
Following the UV model of [26], we add a colored triplet
scalar � with hyper-charge assignment3 Y = �1/3, the
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The flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful variations
of this model. Note that such model has a simple real-
ization in the context of supersymmerty [36], where the
mediator � can be idetified with a right handed squark.
As such, � can be produced and searched for at LHC ex-
periments as is generally expected to be constrained by
SUSY collider searches to be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [32] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
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As Mesogenesis operates at MeV scales, we integrate
out the mediator �, arriving at the following portal op-
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Here y2 ⌘ yud y d (where we have suppressed flavor in-
dices), and M� is the mediator mass. Note that this
conserves baryon number. This operator then mediates
the parton level decay q̄ !  ̄Bqq within the meson decay
Eq. (3b). There are four possible flavorful variations of
Eq. (7) leading to di↵erent final state SM baryons from
the B+ decay. Table. I summarizes these four possible
decay modes. Note that there is no a priori reason to
expect a particular flavor structure. Eq. (7) also gives
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of b-flavord baryons [GE: Note that I’m not including all
the possible baryon decays in this table. I’m going to re-
move everything but the B+ decay mode and referencing
my other papers for the other decays.]

3 Note that it is also possible to construct such a model with the
choice Y = 2/3. While the two di↵erent choices correspond
to models with slightly di↵erent flavor constraints [32], for the
purposes of the present work we do not need to go into these
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SM and possible new physics contributions []), which is
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where f is some final state i.e. in this case f = B+ M0
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Next, for low enough temperatures T . 20 MeV [GE:
justify somewhere] the produced B+ will quickly decay
(rather than scatter) into a SM charged baryon B±

SM and
a new dark sector anti-baryon  B. Note that as such this
decay conserves baryon number. The net result is the
generation of an equal and opposite baryon number be-
tween the dark and visible sector which will be directly
related to experimental observables in B+
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B. The Model

We introduce a dark sector fermion  B which is
charged under anti-baryon number B = �1. The decay
of the meson into the dark sector state M+

SM ! B+
SM+ B

proceeds through a dimension six four fermion operator.
Following the UV model of [26], we add a colored triplet
scalar � with hyper-charge assignment3 Y = �1/3, the
following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the symme-
tries:
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The flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful variations
of this model. Note that such model has a simple real-
ization in the context of supersymmerty [36], where the
mediator � can be idetified with a right handed squark.
As such, � can be produced and searched for at LHC ex-
periments as is generally expected to be constrained by
SUSY collider searches to be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [32] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

As Mesogenesis operates at MeV scales, we integrate
out the mediator �, arriving at the following portal op-
erator for mediating meson decays

O =
y2
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Here y2 ⌘ yud y d (where we have suppressed flavor in-
dices), and M� is the mediator mass. Note that this
conserves baryon number. This operator then mediates
the parton level decay q̄ !  ̄Bqq within the meson decay
Eq. (3b). There are four possible flavorful variations of
Eq. (7) leading to di↵erent final state SM baryons from
the B+ decay. Table. I summarizes these four possible
decay modes. Note that there is no a priori reason to
expect a particular flavor structure. Eq. (7) also gives
rise to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons decays and decays

of b-flavord baryons [GE: Note that I’m not including all
the possible baryon decays in this table. I’m going to re-
move everything but the B+ decay mode and referencing
my other papers for the other decays.]

3 Note that it is also possible to construct such a model with the
choice Y = 2/3. While the two di↵erent choices correspond
to models with slightly di↵erent flavor constraints [32], for the
purposes of the present work we do not need to go into these
details. [GE: phrase better].
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where f is some final state i.e. in this case f = B+ M0
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justify somewhere] the produced B+ will quickly decay
(rather than scatter) into a SM charged baryon B±

SM and
a new dark sector anti-baryon  B. Note that as such this
decay conserves baryon number. The net result is the
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charged under anti-baryon number B = �1. The decay
of the meson into the dark sector state M+
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The flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful variations
of this model. Note that such model has a simple real-
ization in the context of supersymmerty [36], where the
mediator � can be idetified with a right handed squark.
As such, � can be produced and searched for at LHC ex-
periments as is generally expected to be constrained by
SUSY collider searches to be heavier than about 1 TeV
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Here y2 ⌘ yud y d (where we have suppressed flavor in-
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conserves baryon number. This operator then mediates
the parton level decay q̄ !  ̄Bqq within the meson decay
Eq. (6b). There are four possible flavorful variations of
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3 Note that it is also possible to construct such a model with the
choice Y = 2/3. While the two di↵erent choices correspond
to models with slightly di↵erent flavor constraints [32], for the
purposes of the present work we do not need to go into these
details. [GE: phrase better].
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Figure 8: Depiction of how Neutral B Mesogenesis (top) and B+
c Mesogenesis (bottom)

satisfy the Sakhorov conditions generating an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry in the

dark and visible sectors.

In the second sub-class, the daughter meson decays instead into a pair of dark and SM

leptons, generating an equal and opposite lepton asymmetry between the dark and visible

sectors. This lepton asymmetry is then transferred to a baryon asymmetry between the

two sectors via dark-sector processes. This second sub-class, while requiring extra dark-

sector dynamics, allows the usage of CPV in lighter SM mesons to generate the baryon

asymmetry. These Mesogenesis mechanisms are summarized in Table. 2. In all cases, the

generated matter anti-matter asymmetry is directly related to experimental observables

such as charge asymmetries or branching fractions of new hadron decay modes. We itemize

the relevant observables for each scenario along with the experiments most suited to probe

them in Table. 2. Next, we elucidate the details of the various models.

Neutral B Mesogenesis

In neutral B Mesogenesis [168], the CPV of B0
s,d−B̄0

s,d oscillations is leveraged. To mediate

the decay into the dark state, one introduces a SU(3)c−charged triplet scalar Y with electric
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Mechanism CPV Dark Sector Observables Relevant Experiments

B0 Mesogenesis B0
s & B0

d dark baryons As,d
sl LHCb

[168] oscillations Br(B → B +X) B Factories, LHCb

AD
CP B Factories, LHCb

D+ Mesogenesis D± decays dark leptons BrD+ B Factories, LHCb

[169] and baryons Br(M+ → `+ +X) peak searches e.g. PSI, PIENU

AB
CP B Factories, LHCb

B+ Mesogenesis B± decays dark leptons BrB+ B Factories, LHCb

[170] and baryons Br(M+ → `+ +X) peak searches e.g. PSI, PIENU

ABc

CP LHCb, FCC

B+
c Mesogenesis B±c decays dark baryons BrB+

c
LHCb, FCC

[170] BrB+→B++X B Factories, LHCb

Table 2: Summary of different flavors of Mesogenesis. Indirect signals are not shown, but

are discussed in the text.
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Field Spin QEM Baryon no. Z2 Mass

� 0 0 0 +1 11 � 100 GeV

Y 0 �1/3 �2/3 +1 O(TeV)

 1/2 0 �1 +1 O(GeV)

⇠ 1/2 0 0 �1 O(GeV)

� 0 0 �1 �1 O(GeV)

TABLE I. Summary of the additional fields (both in the UV
and e↵ective theory), their charges and properties required in
our model.

The renormalizable couplings between  and Y allowed
by the symmetries include2:

L � � yub Y ⇤ ū bc � y s Y  ̄ sc + h.c . (2)

We take the mass of the colored scalar to be mY ⇠
O(TeV) and integrate out the field Y for energies less
than its mass, resulting in the following four fermion op-
erator in the e↵ective theory:

Heff =
yuby s

m2
Y

u s b . (3)

Other flavor structures may also be present but for sim-
plicity we consider only the e↵ects of the above couplings
(see Appendix 4 for other possible operators). Assuming
 is su�ciently light, the operator of Equation (3) allows
the b̄-quark within Bq = |b̄ qi to decay; b̄ !  u s, or
equivalently Bq !  +Baryon+X, where X parametrizes
mesons or other additional SM particles. Critically, note
that O = u s b in Equation (3) is a �B = 1 operator,
so that the operator in Equation (3) is baryon number
conserving since  carries a baryon number �1.

In this way our model allows for the symmetric out of
thermal equilibrium production of B mesons and anti-
mesons in the early Universe, which subsequently un-
dergo CP violating oscillations i.e. the rate for B0 ! B̄0

will di↵er from that of B̄0 ! B0. After oscillating the
mesons and anti-mesons decay via Equation (3) gener-
ating an asymmetry in visible baryon/anti-baryon and
dark  / ̄ particles (the decays themselves do not intro-
duce additional sources of CPV), so that the total baryon
asymmetry of the Universe is zero.

2 We have suppressed fermion indices for simplicity as there is a
unique Lorentz and gauge invariant way to contract fields. In
particular, the sc and bc are SU(2) singlet right handed Weyl
fields. Under SU(3)c, the first term of Equation (2) is the fully
anti-symmetric combination of three 3̄ fields, which is gauge in-
variant. While the second term is a 3̄ ⇥ 3 = 1 singlet.
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FIG. 2. An example diagram of the B meson decay process
as mediated by the heavy colored scalar Y that results in DM
and a visible baryon, through the interactions of Equation (2)
and Equation (4).

Since, no net baryon number is produced, this asym-
metry could be erased if the  particles decay back into
visible anti-baryons. Such decays may proceed via a
combination of the coupling in Equation (3) and weak
loop interactions, and are kinematically allowed since
m > 1.2 GeV to ensure the stability of neutron stars
[31]. To preserve the produced visible/dark baryon asym-
metry, the  particles should mainly decay into stable
DM particles. This is easily achieved by minimally in-
troducing a dark scalar baryon � with baryon number
�1, and a dark Majorana fermion ⇠. We further assume
a discrete Z2 symmetry under which the dark particles
transform as  !  , � ! �� and ⇠ ! �⇠. Then the
 decay can be mediated by a renormalizable Yukawa
operator:

L � �yd  ̄ � ⇠ , (4)

which is allowed by the symmetries of our model. And in
particular, the Z2 (in combination with kinematic con-
straints), will make the two dark particles, ⇠ and �, stable
DM candidates.

In this way an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry to
the visible sector is transferred to the dark sector, while
simultaneously generating an abundance of stable DM
particles. The fact that our mechanism proceeds through
an operator that conserves baryon number alleviates the
majority of current bounds that would otherwise be very
constraining (and would require less than elegant model
building tricks to evade). Furthermore, the decay of a B-
meson (both neutral and charged) into baryons, mesons
and missing energy would yield a distinctive signal of our
mechanism at B-factories and hadron colliders. An ex-
ample of a B meson decay process allowed by our model
is illustrated in Figure 2.

Note that, as in neutrino systems, neutral B meson
oscillations will only occur in a coherent system. Addi-
tional interactions with the mesons can act to “measure”
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We first discuss the scenario in which Mesogenesis in

which B+ mesons decay into a dark sector state carrying
SM baryon number. [GE: In general in this section when
we write  B in the branching fraction we really mean
missing energy as  B decays down into dark sector states.
Need to converge on notation here or explain in words.]

A. The Mechanism

B�
c (3)

B� (4)

Y�B = �YB (5)

In B+
c Mesogenesis a baryon asymmetry is generated

as follows:

B+
c !B+ + M0

SM , (6a)

B+ ! B+
SM +  B , (6b)

and, of course, the conjugate processes. Here SM
B+

c = |cb̄i (6.274 GeV) meson decays into a B+ =
|ub̄i (5.279 GeV) meson and various di↵erent SM neu-
tral mesons M0

SM (see [] for a summary of decay modes).
This decay should contain CP violation (both from the
SM and possible new physics contributions []), which is
parameterized in terms of the CP asymmetry observable
defined as

ACP =
�(B+

c ! f) � �(B�
c ! f̄)

�(B+
c ! f) + �(B�

c ! f̄)
, (7)

where f is some final state i.e. in this case f = B+ M0
SM.

Next, for low enough temperatures T . 20 MeV [GE:
justify somewhere] the produced B+ will quickly decay
(rather than scatter) into a SM charged baryon B±

SM and
a new dark sector anti-baryon  B. Note that as such this
decay conserves baryon number. The net result is the

generation of an equal and opposite baryon number be-
tween the dark and visible sector which will be directly
related to experimental observables in B+

c and B+ de-
cays, schematically, and in terms of yield variables

YB ⌘ nB � nB̄
s

/
X

f

ACP BrB+
c

⇥ BrB+ (8)

where we have used the shorthand notation BrB+
c

⌘
Br
�
B+

c ! B+ M0
SM

�
and BrB+ ⌘ Br

�
B+ ! B+

SM  B
�
.

[GE: I think we save the discussion of measuring these
things for later. Maybe just say something here about
why we don’t expect them to be super small?]

B. The Model

We introduce a dark sector fermion  B which is
charged under anti-baryon number B = �1. The decay
of the meson into the dark sector state M+

SM ! B+
SM+ B

proceeds through a dimension six four fermion operator.
Following the UV model of [26], we add a colored triplet
scalar � with hyper-charge assignment3 Y = �1/3, the
following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the symme-
tries:

L� = �
X

i, j

yuidj
�?ūiRdc

jR �
X

k

y Bdk
�dc

kR ̄B + h.c. .(9)

The flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful variations
of this model. Note that such model has a simple real-
ization in the context of supersymmerty [36], where the
mediator � can be idetified with a right handed squark.
As such, � can be produced and searched for at LHC ex-
periments as is generally expected to be constrained by
SUSY collider searches to be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [32] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

As Mesogenesis operates at MeV scales, we integrate
out the mediator �, arriving at the following portal op-
erator for mediating meson decays

O =
y2

M2
�

 Buidjdk . (10)

Here y2 ⌘ yud y d (where we have suppressed flavor in-
dices), and M� is the mediator mass. Note that this
conserves baryon number. This operator then mediates
the parton level decay q̄ !  ̄Bqq within the meson decay
Eq. (6b). There are four possible flavorful variations of
Eq. (10) leading to di↵erent final state SM baryons from
the B+ decay. Table. I summarizes these four possible

3 Note that it is also possible to construct such a model with the
choice Y = 2/3. While the two di↵erent choices correspond
to models with slightly di↵erent flavor constraints [32], for the
purposes of the present work we do not need to go into these
details. [GE: phrase better].
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TABLE I. Summary of the additional fields (both in the UV
and e↵ective theory), their charges and properties required in
our model.

The renormalizable couplings between  and Y allowed
by the symmetries include2:

L � � yub Y ⇤ ū bc � y s Y  ̄ sc + h.c . (2)

We take the mass of the colored scalar to be mY ⇠
O(TeV) and integrate out the field Y for energies less
than its mass, resulting in the following four fermion op-
erator in the e↵ective theory:

Heff =
yuby s

m2
Y

u s b . (3)

Other flavor structures may also be present but for sim-
plicity we consider only the e↵ects of the above couplings
(see Appendix 4 for other possible operators). Assuming
 is su�ciently light, the operator of Equation (3) allows
the b̄-quark within Bq = |b̄ qi to decay; b̄ !  u s, or
equivalently Bq !  +Baryon+X, where X parametrizes
mesons or other additional SM particles. Critically, note
that O = u s b in Equation (3) is a �B = 1 operator,
so that the operator in Equation (3) is baryon number
conserving since  carries a baryon number �1.

In this way our model allows for the symmetric out of
thermal equilibrium production of B mesons and anti-
mesons in the early Universe, which subsequently un-
dergo CP violating oscillations i.e. the rate for B0 ! B̄0

will di↵er from that of B̄0 ! B0. After oscillating the
mesons and anti-mesons decay via Equation (3) gener-
ating an asymmetry in visible baryon/anti-baryon and
dark  / ̄ particles (the decays themselves do not intro-
duce additional sources of CPV), so that the total baryon
asymmetry of the Universe is zero.

2 We have suppressed fermion indices for simplicity as there is a
unique Lorentz and gauge invariant way to contract fields. In
particular, the sc and bc are SU(2) singlet right handed Weyl
fields. Under SU(3)c, the first term of Equation (2) is the fully
anti-symmetric combination of three 3̄ fields, which is gauge in-
variant. While the second term is a 3̄ ⇥ 3 = 1 singlet.
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FIG. 2. An example diagram of the B meson decay process
as mediated by the heavy colored scalar Y that results in DM
and a visible baryon, through the interactions of Equation (2)
and Equation (4).

Since, no net baryon number is produced, this asym-
metry could be erased if the  particles decay back into
visible anti-baryons. Such decays may proceed via a
combination of the coupling in Equation (3) and weak
loop interactions, and are kinematically allowed since
m > 1.2 GeV to ensure the stability of neutron stars
[31]. To preserve the produced visible/dark baryon asym-
metry, the  particles should mainly decay into stable
DM particles. This is easily achieved by minimally in-
troducing a dark scalar baryon � with baryon number
�1, and a dark Majorana fermion ⇠. We further assume
a discrete Z2 symmetry under which the dark particles
transform as  !  , � ! �� and ⇠ ! �⇠. Then the
 decay can be mediated by a renormalizable Yukawa
operator:

L � �yd  ̄ � ⇠ , (4)

which is allowed by the symmetries of our model. And in
particular, the Z2 (in combination with kinematic con-
straints), will make the two dark particles, ⇠ and �, stable
DM candidates.

In this way an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry to
the visible sector is transferred to the dark sector, while
simultaneously generating an abundance of stable DM
particles. The fact that our mechanism proceeds through
an operator that conserves baryon number alleviates the
majority of current bounds that would otherwise be very
constraining (and would require less than elegant model
building tricks to evade). Furthermore, the decay of a B-
meson (both neutral and charged) into baryons, mesons
and missing energy would yield a distinctive signal of our
mechanism at B-factories and hadron colliders. An ex-
ample of a B meson decay process allowed by our model
is illustrated in Figure 2.

Note that, as in neutrino systems, neutral B meson
oscillations will only occur in a coherent system. Addi-
tional interactions with the mesons can act to “measure”
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III. HYPERON DECAYS

[GE: New section added (maybe combine later):] The
e↵ective Lagrangian in Eq. (7) induces interactions be-
tween � and baryons. In particular, if the interactions of
� involve a strange quark, this leads to various new decay
channels for hyperons. Given an initial state ⇤0 (uds),
⌃0 (uds), ⌃+ (uus), ⌃+ (dds), ⌅0 (uss) and ⌅� (dss), we
will compute the exclusive branching fractions for the
following decays consitant with Eq. (5):

• Fully invisible hyperon decay

• Hyperon decay to ⇡0 ,± and missing energy

• Hyperon decays to photon and missing energy

A sample decay for each of these processes is shown in
Fig. ??.

Given the exclusive branching fractions for each pro-
cess, it is possible to use current and upcoming searches
at Hyperon factories to set constraints at on the Wil-

son coe�cients of the operators O(0)
ab,c for each model

in Table I. These are then to be with constraints from
LHC searches (Sec. ??) and, for some processes, bounds
from SN1987A (Sec. ??). Flavor observables also set
constraints on products of couplings that enter the Wil-
son coe�cients (Sec. ??). These constraints will in turn
set relevant constraints on the parameter space of new
physics mechanisms which require exotic hyperon decays
into dark sectors.

⇤0 (11)

⇡0 (12)

� (13)

� (14)

⇤0 ! � � (15)

⇤0 ! ⇡0 � (16)

d
�

s

u

⇤

�

�

FIG. 1. Example of a hyperon dark decay ⇤ ! ��.

⇤0 ! ⇠ � (17)

� (18)

y⇠� (19)

Cus ,d (20)

IV. MATCHING TO THE CHIRAL EFT

The models mentioned and the associated exotic hy-
peron decays, are of interest to Mesogenesis and the neu-
tron lifetime anomaly. As such experimental searches
that can probe the associated operators are highly moti-
vated. It is therefore interesting to study the predicted
exclusive branching fractions, the form factors for which
can be computed within the framework of chiral e↵ective
theory. We follow the formalism introduced in [20, 21]
[GE: others?].

In order to connect the e↵ective Lagrangian in Eq. (7)
to the operators triggering hyperon decays to dark
baryons, one needs to break up the doublets and ro-
tate the quark fields from the gauge to the mass bases.
For simplicity we assume that the right-handed fields
and dL are defined in their mass basis and the cou-
plings to the doublets are anarchical in flavor space i.e.
yQadb

y�Qc ⇠ O(1) for all generations. Focusing on the
couplings to the light quarks and neglecting contributions
suppressed by � ⇠ Vus ' 0.22, one obtains

Le↵ � CR
ud,dORR

ud,d + CL
ud,dOLR

ud,d

+ CR
ud,sORR

ud,s + CR
us,dORR

us,d + CL
ud,sOLR

ud,s + CL
us,dOLR

us,d

+ CR
us,sO

RR
us,s + CL

us,sOLR
us,s, (21)

d d
b̄
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d

u

ψℬ

d
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B+

c = |cb̄i (6.274 GeV) meson decays into a B+ =
|ub̄i (5.279 GeV) meson and various di↵erent SM neu-
tral mesons M0

SM (see [] for a summary of decay modes).
This decay should contain CP violation (both from the
SM and possible new physics contributions []), which is
parameterized in terms of the CP asymmetry observable
defined as

ACP =
�(B+

c ! f) � �(B�
c ! f̄)

�(B+
c ! f) + �(B�

c ! f̄)
, (4)

where f is some final state i.e. in this case f = B+ M0
SM.

Next, for low enough temperatures T . 20 MeV [GE:
justify somewhere] the produced B+ will quickly decay
(rather than scatter) into a SM charged baryon B±

SM and
a new dark sector anti-baryon  B. Note that as such this
decay conserves baryon number. The net result is the
generation of an equal and opposite baryon number be-
tween the dark and visible sector which will be directly
related to experimental observables in B+

c and B+ de-
cays, schematically, and in terms of yield variables

YB ⌘ nB � nB̄
s

/
X

f

ACP BrB+
c

⇥ BrB+ (5)

where we have used the shorthand notation BrB+
c

⌘
Br
�
B+

c ! B+ M0
SM

�
and BrB+ ⌘ Br

�
B+ ! B+

SM  B
�
.

[GE: I think we save the discussion of measuring these
things for later. Maybe just say something here about
why we don’t expect them to be super small?]

B. The Model

We introduce a dark sector fermion  B which is
charged under anti-baryon number B = �1. The decay
of the meson into the dark sector state M+

SM ! B+
SM+ B

proceeds through a dimension six four fermion operator.
Following the UV model of [26], we add a colored triplet
scalar � with hyper-charge assignment3 Y = �1/3, the
following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the symme-
tries:

L� = �
X

i, j

yuidj�
?ūiRdc

jR �
X

k

y Bdk
�dc

kR ̄B + h.c. .(6)

The flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful variations
of this model. Note that such model has a simple real-
ization in the context of supersymmerty [36], where the
mediator � can be idetified with a right handed squark.
As such, � can be produced and searched for at LHC ex-
periments as is generally expected to be constrained by
SUSY collider searches to be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [32] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

As Mesogenesis operates at MeV scales, we integrate
out the mediator �, arriving at the following portal op-
erator for mediating meson decays

O =
y2

M2
�

 Buidjdk . (7)

Here y2 ⌘ yud y d (where we have suppressed flavor in-
dices), and M� is the mediator mass. Note that this
conserves baryon number. This operator then mediates
the parton level decay q̄ !  ̄Bqq within the meson decay
Eq. (3b). There are four possible flavorful variations of
Eq. (7) leading to di↵erent final state SM baryons from
the B+ decay. Table. I summarizes these four possible
decay modes. Note that there is no a priori reason to
expect a particular flavor structure. Eq. (7) also gives
rise to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons decays and decays

of b-flavord baryons [GE: Note that I’m not including all
the possible baryon decays in this table. I’m going to re-
move everything but the B+ decay mode and referencing
my other papers for the other decays.]

3 Note that it is also possible to construct such a model with the
choice Y = 2/3. While the two di↵erent choices correspond
to models with slightly di↵erent flavor constraints [32], for the
purposes of the present work we do not need to go into these
details. [GE: phrase better].
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C. Exotic B Meson Decays

As discussed in the Introduction, one of the key pre-
dictions of B-Mesogenesis is the presence of a new decay
mode of B mesons into a dark antibaryon  , a visible
baryon B and any number of light mesons with a branch-
ing fraction Br(B !  B M) & 10�4.

In order for the B !  B M decay to exist, a new BSM
TeV-scale bosonic mediator is needed. In particular, this
state should be a color-triplet scalar Y which couples to
 and SM quarks. The LHC and flavor observables set
relevant constraints on the mass and couplings of this
color-triplet scalar which we discuss in detail in Sec. V.
This heavy mediator can be integrated out to yield a

low energy Lagrangian of the form Le↵ =
P

i,j Ouidj

y2
ij

M2
Y

,

with y2
ij being the product of the two relevant dimen-

sionless couplings. The four possible flavor combination
operators Oi of interest for B meson decays are

Oud =  b u d , (15a)

Ous =  b u s , (15b)

Ocd =  b c d , (15c)

Ocs =  b c s , (15d)

where all fermions are assumed to be right-handed6 and
color indices are contracted in a totally antisymmetric
way. These operators can induce the decay of the b̄
quark within the B meson into two light quarks and a
dark antibaryon  . The resulting possible hadronic pro-
cesses are summarized in Table I for the di↵erent opera-
tors in Eq. (15). Matrix elements involving the operators
in Eq. (15) depend on the precise pairing of the spinors.
Each of the operators can come in three di↵erent versions:
“type-1” O1

ij = ( b)(uidj), “type-2” O2
ij = ( dj)(uib)

and “type-3” O3
ij = ( ui)(djb). This distinction becomes

relevant for some of the constraints discussed in the next
sections.

As we will see in Sec. V, flavor constraints on the Y
triplet scalar imply that only one of these operators can
be active in the early Universe. In practice, this means
that we only expect one dominant flavor combination of
these possible operators at collider experiments and not
a combination of the above. Therefore, only one of the
sets of decay channels listed in Table I is expected to
have a sizeable branching ratio, while all others should
be suppressed.

In view of the form of the e↵ective operators in
Eq. (15), it is important to note that all B mesons should
decay at a very similar rate given that mB± ' mB0

d
'

mB0
s
. Additionally, b-flavored baryons (generically de-

noted by Bb) should also posses a branching fraction with

6 In principle, operators of the form  d QL Q0
L, mediated by a

color-triplet vector in the fundamental of SU(2), are also possi-
ble. Although for simplicity we do not expand on this possibility
here, they constitute another viable option.

Operator Initial Final �M

and Decay State State (MeV)

Bd  + n (udd) 4340.1

Oud =  b u d Bs  + ⇤ (uds) 4251.2

b̄ !  u d B+  + p (duu) 4341.0

⇤b  ̄ + ⇡0 5484.5

Bd  + ⇤ (usd) 4164.0

Ous =  b u s Bs  + ⌅0 (uss) 4025.0

b̄ !  u s B+  + ⌃+ (uus) 4090.0

⇤b  ̄ + K0 5121.9

Bd  + ⇤c + ⇡� (cdd) 2853.6

Ocd =  b c d Bs  + ⌅0
c (cds) 2895.0

b̄ !  c d B+  + ⇤+
c (dcu) 2992.9

⇤b  ̄ + D
0

3754.7

Bd  + ⌅0
c (csd) 2807.8

Ocs =  b c s Bs  + ⌦c (css) 2671.7

b̄ !  c s B+  + ⌅+
c (csu) 2810.4

⇤b  ̄ + D� + K+ 3256.2

TABLE I. The lightest final state resulting from the new decay
of b quarks as necessary to give rise to baryogenesis and dark
matter production. We list each of the possible flavorful op-
erators that can equally lead to B-Mesogenesis, see Eq. (15).
For a given operator, the rate of each decay is fairly similar
given that mB± ' mB0

d
' mB0

s
⇠ m⇤b . �M refers to the dif-

ference in mass between the initial and final SM hadron. Note
that additional light mesons can be present in the final state,
which act to decrease �M by their corresponding masses.

a size Br
�
Bb !  ̄M

�
⇠ Br(B !  B M), again given

that the masses of all the b-flavored hadrons are fairly
similar to the B mesons ones.

III. CP VIOLATION IN THE B MESON
SYSTEM

As described in the previous sections, B-
Mesogenesis [1] directly relates the CP violation in
the neutral B meson systems to the observed baryon
asymmetry of the Universe. In this section, we discuss
how current measurements of CP violating observables
in B0

q � B̄0
q mixing constrain the mechanism. In partic-

ular, as clearly seen from Eq. (6), there is a correlation
between Br(B !  B M) and the CP asymmetries
in the B0

q systems. Thus, current measurements on

the CP violation of B0
q mesons set a lower bound to

Br(B !  B M) which we find to be ⇠ 10�4.
To set the stage, we first review the origin of CP vio-

lation in B0
q mesons and the associated observables. The

oscillations of neutral B0
s and B0

d mesons are described
by the mass (Mq

12) and decay (�q
12) mixing amplitudes

between the flavor eigenstates B0
q and B̄0

q — see [64] for

reviews on CP violation in the quark sector and B0
q � B̄0

q

s

u
u

ψℬ

New Hadron Decays to Dark Baryons 
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• Perhaps Olcyr can add something about measure-
ments prospects of B+

c decays and ACP?

• Also for Olcyr - current constraints and SM predic-
tions for ACP and Br of B+

c decays in the SM

• Adding an appendix deriving the Boltzmann equa-
tions. This will be very similar to the lepton asym-
metry of the D meso appendix [27] but note the
dark matter treatment is di↵erent.

• Plot beautification and final decisions: Gilly has
code to make ugly plots, Robert can make make
them pretty!

• general editing and organizational thoughts

]
We first discuss the scenario in which Mesogenesis in

which B+ mesons decay into a dark sector state carrying
SM baryon number. [GE: In general in this section when
we write  B in the branching fraction we really mean
missing energy as  B decays down into dark sector states.
Need to converge on notation here or explain in words.]

A. The Mechanism

B�
c (3)

B� (4)

Y�B = �YB (5)

In B+
c Mesogenesis a baryon asymmetry is generated

as follows:

B+
c !B+ + M0

SM , (6a)

B+ ! B+
SM +  B , (6b)

and, of course, the conjugate processes. Here SM
B+

c = |cb̄i (6.274 GeV) meson decays into a B+ =
|ub̄i (5.279 GeV) meson and various di↵erent SM neu-
tral mesons M0

SM (see [] for a summary of decay modes).
This decay should contain CP violation (both from the
SM and possible new physics contributions []), which is
parameterized in terms of the CP asymmetry observable
defined as

ACP =
�(B+

c ! f) � �(B�
c ! f̄)

�(B+
c ! f) + �(B�

c ! f̄)
, (7)

where f is some final state i.e. in this case f = B+ M0
SM.

Next, for low enough temperatures T . 20 MeV [GE:
justify somewhere] the produced B+ will quickly decay
(rather than scatter) into a SM charged baryon B±

SM and
a new dark sector anti-baryon  B. Note that as such this
decay conserves baryon number. The net result is the

generation of an equal and opposite baryon number be-
tween the dark and visible sector which will be directly
related to experimental observables in B+

c and B+ de-
cays, schematically, and in terms of yield variables

YB ⌘ nB � nB̄
s

/
X

f

ACP BrB+
c

⇥ BrB+ (8)

where we have used the shorthand notation BrB+
c

⌘
Br
�
B+

c ! B+ M0
SM

�
and BrB+ ⌘ Br

�
B+ ! B+

SM  B
�
.

[GE: I think we save the discussion of measuring these
things for later. Maybe just say something here about
why we don’t expect them to be super small?]

B. The Model

We introduce a dark sector fermion  B which is
charged under anti-baryon number B = �1. The decay
of the meson into the dark sector state M+

SM ! B+
SM+ B

proceeds through a dimension six four fermion operator.
Following the UV model of [26], we add a colored triplet
scalar � with hyper-charge assignment3 Y = �1/3, the
following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the symme-
tries:

L� = �
X

i, j

yuidj
�?ūiRdc

jR �
X

k

y Bdk
�dc

kR ̄B + h.c. .(9)

The flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful variations
of this model. Note that such model has a simple real-
ization in the context of supersymmerty [36], where the
mediator � can be idetified with a right handed squark.
As such, � can be produced and searched for at LHC ex-
periments as is generally expected to be constrained by
SUSY collider searches to be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [32] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

As Mesogenesis operates at MeV scales, we integrate
out the mediator �, arriving at the following portal op-
erator for mediating meson decays

O =
y2

M2
�

 Buidjdk . (10)

Here y2 ⌘ yud y d (where we have suppressed flavor in-
dices), and M� is the mediator mass. Note that this
conserves baryon number. This operator then mediates
the parton level decay q̄ !  ̄Bqq within the meson decay
Eq. (6b). There are four possible flavorful variations of
Eq. (10) leading to di↵erent final state SM baryons from
the B+ decay. Table. I summarizes these four possible

3 Note that it is also possible to construct such a model with the
choice Y = 2/3. While the two di↵erent choices correspond
to models with slightly di↵erent flavor constraints [32], for the
purposes of the present work we do not need to go into these
details. [GE: phrase better].
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Field Spin QEM Baryon no. Z2 Mass

� 0 0 0 +1 11 � 100 GeV

Y 0 �1/3 �2/3 +1 O(TeV)

 1/2 0 �1 +1 O(GeV)

⇠ 1/2 0 0 �1 O(GeV)

� 0 0 �1 �1 O(GeV)

TABLE I. Summary of the additional fields (both in the UV
and e↵ective theory), their charges and properties required in
our model.

The renormalizable couplings between  and Y allowed
by the symmetries include2:

L � � yub Y ⇤ ū bc � y s Y  ̄ sc + h.c . (2)

We take the mass of the colored scalar to be mY ⇠
O(TeV) and integrate out the field Y for energies less
than its mass, resulting in the following four fermion op-
erator in the e↵ective theory:

Heff =
yuby s

m2
Y

u s b . (3)

Other flavor structures may also be present but for sim-
plicity we consider only the e↵ects of the above couplings
(see Appendix 4 for other possible operators). Assuming
 is su�ciently light, the operator of Equation (3) allows
the b̄-quark within Bq = |b̄ qi to decay; b̄ !  u s, or
equivalently Bq !  +Baryon+X, where X parametrizes
mesons or other additional SM particles. Critically, note
that O = u s b in Equation (3) is a �B = 1 operator,
so that the operator in Equation (3) is baryon number
conserving since  carries a baryon number �1.

In this way our model allows for the symmetric out of
thermal equilibrium production of B mesons and anti-
mesons in the early Universe, which subsequently un-
dergo CP violating oscillations i.e. the rate for B0 ! B̄0

will di↵er from that of B̄0 ! B0. After oscillating the
mesons and anti-mesons decay via Equation (3) gener-
ating an asymmetry in visible baryon/anti-baryon and
dark  / ̄ particles (the decays themselves do not intro-
duce additional sources of CPV), so that the total baryon
asymmetry of the Universe is zero.

2 We have suppressed fermion indices for simplicity as there is a
unique Lorentz and gauge invariant way to contract fields. In
particular, the sc and bc are SU(2) singlet right handed Weyl
fields. Under SU(3)c, the first term of Equation (2) is the fully
anti-symmetric combination of three 3̄ fields, which is gauge in-
variant. While the second term is a 3̄ ⇥ 3 = 1 singlet.

⇠

b̄

d
B0

d

u

d

s

⇤

 

Y

�

FIG. 2. An example diagram of the B meson decay process
as mediated by the heavy colored scalar Y that results in DM
and a visible baryon, through the interactions of Equation (2)
and Equation (4).

Since, no net baryon number is produced, this asym-
metry could be erased if the  particles decay back into
visible anti-baryons. Such decays may proceed via a
combination of the coupling in Equation (3) and weak
loop interactions, and are kinematically allowed since
m > 1.2 GeV to ensure the stability of neutron stars
[31]. To preserve the produced visible/dark baryon asym-
metry, the  particles should mainly decay into stable
DM particles. This is easily achieved by minimally in-
troducing a dark scalar baryon � with baryon number
�1, and a dark Majorana fermion ⇠. We further assume
a discrete Z2 symmetry under which the dark particles
transform as  !  , � ! �� and ⇠ ! �⇠. Then the
 decay can be mediated by a renormalizable Yukawa
operator:

L � �yd  ̄ � ⇠ , (4)

which is allowed by the symmetries of our model. And in
particular, the Z2 (in combination with kinematic con-
straints), will make the two dark particles, ⇠ and �, stable
DM candidates.

In this way an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry to
the visible sector is transferred to the dark sector, while
simultaneously generating an abundance of stable DM
particles. The fact that our mechanism proceeds through
an operator that conserves baryon number alleviates the
majority of current bounds that would otherwise be very
constraining (and would require less than elegant model
building tricks to evade). Furthermore, the decay of a B-
meson (both neutral and charged) into baryons, mesons
and missing energy would yield a distinctive signal of our
mechanism at B-factories and hadron colliders. An ex-
ample of a B meson decay process allowed by our model
is illustrated in Figure 2.

Note that, as in neutrino systems, neutral B meson
oscillations will only occur in a coherent system. Addi-
tional interactions with the mesons can act to “measure”

χ
d

u

s

ϕℬ

ψ̄ℬ

Figure 9: A few examples of new decay modes of SM hadrons to dark baryons. In the

left and middle diagrams, the B meson decay proceeds through Obus. The left decay

B0
d → Λ0ψB is directly related to the baryon asymmetry in neutral B Mesogenesis, while

the middle diagram B+ → Σ+ψB is an observable directly related to B+
c Mesogenesis.

In the first, a designated search targeting Mesogenesis by the Belle Collaboration [171]

has probed this operator (see text for implications). In the right-most diagram, the fully

invisible decay of the Λ baryon proceeds through the Ousd operator and indirectly probes

neutral B and B+
c Mesogenesis. A recent search by BESIII [172] has targeted exactly this

decay mode. See [173] for other s-flavored baryon decays arising in this model.

charge −1/3 and baryon number −2/3. The following interactions are allowed

LY = −
∑

i,j

yijY
∗ūi,Rdcj,R −

∑

k

yψBkY ψ̄Bd
c
kR + h.c. (2.29)

Consistency with LHC bounds requires MY ∼ O(TeV), so integrating out this scalar yields

the effective operator:

Obuidj =
y2

M2
Y

ūcidj b̄
cψB + h.c. (2.30)
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where y2 ≡ yijyψB3. This allows the b quark within the meson to decay via b̄ → ψBud.

After undergoing oscillations, the B meson decays into dark and SM baryons, resulting

in an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry between the dark and visible sectors. The

baryon asymmetry is directly linked to experimental observables and successful Mesogenesis

requires

Asl × Br
(
B0 → BSM + ψ̄B

)
& 10−7 , (2.31)

where Asl is the semi-leptonic asymmetry. Searches for the apparent baryon-number-

violating meson decays in this mechanism are already underway at Belle [171] and LHCb

[174, 175]. In particular, in [171] a designated search using Belle-I data was performed that

set a bound Br
(
B0 → Λ0 + ψB

)
. 2.1− 3.8× 10−5. Given the requirement for successful

neutral B Mesogenesis Eq. (2.31) it is clear that this branching fraction is too small to

generate the requisite baryon asymmetry. However, the three other decay modes corre-

sponding to flavorful variations of Eq. (2.30) (see e.g. Table I of [176]) are still viable and

measuring these branching fractions would be a direct probe of neutral B Mesogenesis.

The UV model which gives rise to Eq. (2.30) also predicts new decay modes for strange

baryons [173] which can be probed at Kaon and Hyperon factories [177]. BESIII has re-

cently set limits on the fully invisible decay of Λ baryons [172]. Since neutral B Mesogenesis

predicts the existence of a SU(3)c−charged triplet mediator, collider and flavor observables

can indirectly probe this mechanism. Fig. 9 illustrates a few of the new hadron decays that

arise from Eq. 2.30 which are either directly or indirectly related to the baryon asymme-

try in this framework. Given the plethora of signals and ongoing experimental searches,

neutral B Mesogenesis is likely to be fully probed within the next 5-10 years (see Fig. 3 of

[176] for the projected limits on the viable parameter space).

Since the dark baryon ψB is required to be sufficiently heavy to kinematically forbid

proton decay, the operator Eq. (2.30) would allow any produced ψB to decay back into

light SM baryons thereby washing out the generated asymmetry. To evade this we must

minimally extend the dark sector such that the ψB’s instead quickly decays into the dark

sector. We introduce two new dark sector states; a scalar baryon ψB, and a dark fermion

χ both odd under a Z2 symmetry. The following Lagrangian is allowed L ⊃ ydark ψBφBχ,

and mediates the decay ψB → φB + χ. The produced φB’s and χ’s can make up the dark

matter with relic abundance Ωh2 = 0.11.

Neutral B Mesogenesis can also be explicitly realized in a supersymmetric model with

Dirac Gauginos and an R-symmetry identified with baryon number [178]. The dark matter

is associated with a sterile sneutrino multiplet that carries both lepton number and R

charge. In this set-up, additional model dependent signals in e.g. neutrino experiments

arise.

B+
c Mesogenesis

In B+
c Mesogenesis [170], B+

c undergoes a CPV decay to B+ which subsequently decays

into the dark sector via the operator in Eq. (2.30):

B+
c →B+ + f , B+ → ψB + B+. (2.32)
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The baryon asymmetry is directly controlled by 1) the CPV in B+
c decays, 2) the branching

fraction of the B+
c decay into B+ mesons and other SM final states, and 3) the branching

fraction of the B+ meson into SM baryons and missing energy. The first observable is

expected to be sizeable [179] but is currently not well constrained, nor is the second.

However, the branching fraction of B+ is being probed by the same searches as neutral

B Mesogenesis. In particular, the results from the search performed by Belle [171] can be

recast to set a limit Br
(
B+ → Σ+ψ̄B

)
. 2 × 10−5, which we note is still a viable channel

to generate the baryon asymmetry through B+
c Mesogenesis (see Fig. 2 of [170]). Overall,

this is a remarkably simple model of Mesogenesis and provides motivations for Bc physics

searches at e.g. the LHCb [180] and an electron Future Circular Collider [181].

B+ and D+ Mesogenesis

In the second sub-class of Mesogenesis models, the daughter mesons of the CPV process

are too light to decay to a pair of dark and SM baryons. Instead, they decay into a pair

of dark and SM leptons resulting in an equal and opposite lepton asymmetry between the

dark and visible sectors. A depiction of this mechanism is shown in Fig. 10. Two such

models of Mesogenesis involve CPV decays of D+ [169] and B+ [170] mesons:

D+ orB+ →M+ + M , M+ → `d + `+ , (2.33)

where M+ is a charged SM meson. Since this process occurs at MeV scales, electroweak

sphalerons cannot convert this lepton asymmetry into a baryon asymmetry, but dark-sector

scattering can sufficiently transfer the lepton asymmetry to a baryon asymmetry. As above,

the generated lepton asymmetry is directly tied to experimental observables such as the

CPV in a particular decay mode:

ACP =
Γ(D+ → f)− Γ(D− → f̄)

Γ(D+ → f) + Γ(D− → f̄)
(2.34)

(and the analogous definition for B+ decays). To achieve a lepton asymmetry greater than

the observed baryon asymmetry, the relevant CPV and branching ratios in each Mesogenesis

model must satisfy

D+ :
∑

f⊃π+

AfCPBr(D+ → f) & 3× 10−5, Br(π+ → `d + `+) & 10−3, (2.35a)

B+ :
∑

f⊃M+

AfCPBr(B+ → f) & 5.4× 10−5,
∑

M+

Br(M+ → `d + `+) & 10−3. (2.35b)

D+ Mesogenesis may thus be probed by improved sensitivity to both CPV and branching

ratios of D+ decays to pions (at e.g. LHCb) and Br(π+ → `d + `+).

In B+ Mesogenesis, it may be possible that the SM contains the necessary CPV and

branching ratios required to produce the observed baryon asymmetry. Although it is

difficult to calculate AfCP, some predicted branching fractions of B+ are on the order of

the current experimental central values [182]. It is instead easier to probe the decays of

the lighter M+ to SM leptons + invisible (e.g. [183–188]), often by recasting searches for

sterile neutrinos.
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Absorption of Sub-MeV Fermionic Dark Matter by Electron Targets
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We study a new class of signals where fermionic dark matter is absorbed by bound electron
targets. Fermionic absorption signals in direct detection and neutrino experiments are sensitive
to dark matter with sub-MeV mass, probing a region of parameter space in which dark matter is
otherwise challenging to detect. We calculate the rate and energy deposition spectrum in xenon-
based detectors, making projections for current and future experiments. We present two possible
models that display fermionic absorption by electrons and study the detection prospects in light of
other constraints.

I. INTRODUCTION

Y SM
L = �Y dark

L (1)

The observation of dark matter (DM) through its grav-
itational interactions is indisputable evidence of physics
beyond the Standard Model. This has motivated exper-
imental efforts to learn about dark matter by searching
for its decays, annihilations, self-interactions, and scat-
tering off Standard Model particles. If DM is sufficiently
heavy, the scattering off a target material can deposit a
detectable amount of kinetic energy in large-volume de-
tectors such as time-projection chambers (TPCs). The
energy deposited by the scattering of non-relativistic DM
(�) off a target (T ) via �T ! �T is, at most, O(100) keV,
demonstrating the need for sensitive, low-threshold direct
detection experiments.

DM direct detection experiments have pushed the limit
on the elastic scattering nucleon cross section close to
the neutrino floor for weak scale DM masses. However,
for masses below a few GeV, DM typically deposits en-
ergy below the experimental threshold, significantly im-
pairing experiments’ abilities to probe light DM. Thus,
the direct detection program has moved towards alterna-
tive scattering targets and lower threshold detectors [1–
28]. In parallel, novel DM direct detection signals have
been proposed which can be constrained by current detec-
tors such as inelastic scattering [29], bremsstrahlung [30],
exothermic DM [31–33], boosted DM [34, 35], and self-
destructing DM [36]. These signals are often present in
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DM models outside the thermal relic paradigm for which
there is a range of possible mechanisms that can explain
the observed DM relic abundance (see e.g., [37–55]).

Recently, several of us proposed a class of novel and
distinct signatures arising from the absorption of sub-
GeV fermionic DM [56, 57]. The energy deposited in
a fermionic absorption signal is largely independent of
the dark matter velocity and parametrically larger than
that of DM scattering. Thus, any large-exposure detector
can be used to search for this class of signals. 1 In [57],
we considered the specific signals arising from models in
which the DM is absorbed by nuclear targets. Such sig-
nals can probe DM masses down to an MeV with searches
in existing data and significantly below with the proposed
lower-threshold experiments. If an atom-bound electron
absorbs enough energy from incoming DM to be ionized,
the ionized electron may be searched for in photoelectron
signatures, known as S2, in TPCs [61–63] — see Fig. 1 for
a schematic of the signal. Current xenon-based direct de-
tection experiments such as XENON1T [61] and LZ [64],
as well as future ones such as XENONnT [65], PandaX-
4T [66], and DARWIN [67], are sensitive to fermionic
absorption of DM with masses in the sub-MeV range by
electrons. We explore searches for absorption by electron
targets, with a focus on xenon detectors, although our
discussion is applicable to other target materials (e.g.,
liquid argon).

Fermionic absorption by electrons can be induced by
vector- and scalar-type operators, given respectively by,

OV =
1

⇤2
(�̄�µPL,R⌫)(ē�µe) , (2)

OS =
1

⇤2
(�̄PL,R⌫)(ēe) , (3)

1 The “inverse” of fermionic absorption, in which a single DM par-
ticle is produced in neutrino scattering, also leads to interesting
signals that can be searched for in neutrino experiments [58–60].
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• Perhaps Olcyr can add something about measure-
ments prospects of B+

c decays and ACP?

• Also for Olcyr - current constraints and SM predic-
tions for ACP and Br of B+

c decays in the SM

• Adding an appendix deriving the Boltzmann equa-
tions. This will be very similar to the lepton asym-
metry of the D meso appendix [27] but note the
dark matter treatment is di↵erent.

• Plot beautification and final decisions: Gilly has
code to make ugly plots, Robert can make make
them pretty!

• general editing and organizational thoughts

]
We first discuss the scenario in which Mesogenesis in

which B+ mesons decay into a dark sector state carrying
SM baryon number. [GE: In general in this section when
we write  B in the branching fraction we really mean
missing energy as  B decays down into dark sector states.
Need to converge on notation here or explain in words.]

A. The Mechanism

In B+
c Mesogenesis a baryon asymmetry is generated

as follows:

B+
c !B+ + M0

SM , (3a)

B+ ! B+
SM +  B , (3b)

and, of course, the conjugate processes. Here SM
B+

c = |cb̄i (6.274 GeV) meson decays into a B+ =
|ub̄i (5.279 GeV) meson and various di↵erent SM neu-
tral mesons M0

SM (see [] for a summary of decay modes).
This decay should contain CP violation (both from the
SM and possible new physics contributions []), which is
parameterized in terms of the CP asymmetry observable
defined as

ACP =
�(B+

c ! f) � �(B�
c ! f̄)

�(B+
c ! f) + �(B�

c ! f̄)
, (4)

where f is some final state i.e. in this case f = B+ M0
SM.

Next, for low enough temperatures T . 20 MeV [GE:
justify somewhere] the produced B+ will quickly decay
(rather than scatter) into a SM charged baryon B±

SM and
a new dark sector anti-baryon  B. Note that as such this
decay conserves baryon number. The net result is the
generation of an equal and opposite baryon number be-
tween the dark and visible sector which will be directly
related to experimental observables in B+

c and B+ de-
cays, schematically, and in terms of yield variables

YB ⌘ nB � nB̄
s

/
X

f

ACP BrB+
c

⇥ BrB+ (5)

where we have used the shorthand notation BrB+
c

⌘
Br
�
B+

c ! B+ M0
SM

�
and BrB+ ⌘ Br

�
B+ ! B+

SM  B
�
.

[GE: I think we save the discussion of measuring these
things for later. Maybe just say something here about
why we don’t expect them to be super small?]

B. The Model

We introduce a dark sector fermion  B which is
charged under anti-baryon number B = �1. The decay
of the meson into the dark sector state M+

SM ! B+
SM+ B

proceeds through a dimension six four fermion operator.
Following the UV model of [26], we add a colored triplet
scalar � with hyper-charge assignment3 Y = �1/3, the
following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the symme-
tries:

L� = �
X

i, j

yuidj�
?ūiRdc

jR �
X

k

y Bdk
�dc

kR ̄B + h.c. .(6)

The flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful variations
of this model. Note that such model has a simple real-
ization in the context of supersymmerty [36], where the
mediator � can be idetified with a right handed squark.
As such, � can be produced and searched for at LHC ex-
periments as is generally expected to be constrained by
SUSY collider searches to be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [32] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

As Mesogenesis operates at MeV scales, we integrate
out the mediator �, arriving at the following portal op-
erator for mediating meson decays

O =
y2

M2
�

 Buidjdk . (7)

Here y2 ⌘ yud y d (where we have suppressed flavor in-
dices), and M� is the mediator mass. Note that this
conserves baryon number. This operator then mediates
the parton level decay q̄ !  ̄Bqq within the meson decay
Eq. (3b). There are four possible flavorful variations of
Eq. (7) leading to di↵erent final state SM baryons from
the B+ decay. Table. I summarizes these four possible
decay modes. Note that there is no a priori reason to
expect a particular flavor structure. Eq. (7) also gives
rise to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons decays and decays

of b-flavord baryons [GE: Note that I’m not including all
the possible baryon decays in this table. I’m going to re-
move everything but the B+ decay mode and referencing
my other papers for the other decays.]

3 Note that it is also possible to construct such a model with the
choice Y = 2/3. While the two di↵erent choices correspond
to models with slightly di↵erent flavor constraints [32], for the
purposes of the present work we do not need to go into these
details. [GE: phrase better].

B and L  
conserving

χ2

ℬ

ℓd

χ1
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Baryogenesis and dark matter production can be achieved through decays of charged B mesons
into dark baryons or leptons when the temperature of the Universe was O(10 MeV). We explore new
mechanisms of Mesogenesis in which the CP violation in charged B meson decays is leveraged to
generate the observed baryon asymmetry of the Universe. Experimental observables in the charged
B systems are directly related to the baryon asymmetry, and as such, we discuss the prospects for
probing Charged B Mesogenesis at current and upcoming experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Y SM
B  �Y dark

L (1)

[GE: Natational stu↵: Sometimes we hyphen B-Meso
sometimes we write B Meso etc.] How did we come to
be here? Said quantitatively: what are the origins of
the measured baryon asymmetry (BAU) and dark mat-
ter (DM)? The answer to this fundamental question still
eludes us after decades of e↵ort.

Explanations of the BAU usually fall into one of two
broad categories: electroweak baryogenesis [? ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ] and leptogenesis [? ]. These ideas
satisfy the three Sakharov conditions [? ] – baryon num-
ber violation, C and CP Violation (CPV), and departure
from thermal equilibrium – in unique ways. Electroweak
baryogenesis attempts to explain the BAU and satisfy
these criteria using a strongly first order electroweak
phase transition (EWPT), while leptogenesis uses out-of-
equilibrium decays of heavy neutrinos already motivated
by the seesaw mechanism [? ? ? ].

However, each of these answers su↵ers significant draw-
backs. Many models of electroweak baryogenesis require
fine tuning [? ]; construct extended Higgs sectors, but
still can’t make the EWPT strongly first order [? ? ];
fail to actually produce the observed baryon asymme-
try [? ]; or are outright excluded by increasingly precise
experimental results [? ]. Often, they simultaneously
neglect DM.1 Though the original formulations of elec-
troweak baryogenesis were minimal, Nature increasingly
seems to disfavor this now less-than-simple asymmetry
generator, perhaps for a similar mechanism in the dark
sector [? ? ? ? ? ? ]. Leptogenesis, in contrast, suf-
fers not from experimental exclusion but from exclusion
of experiment – there is no hope of directly probing the
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heavy states in leptogenesis models [? ]. It may be the
true origin of the BAU, but humans may never know.

These substantial disadvantages of decades-old ideas
should not be ignored. They portend eventual failure
and sound a call to innovation. Answering this call, a
new paradigm of low-scale baryogenesis has been pro-
posed: Mesogenesis [? ? ]. In this framework, an out-of-
equilibrium scalar decays to SM quarks which hadronize
at low temperatures. The resulting SM mesons undergo
known CP-violating processes and decay into dark-sector
particles carrying SM baryon or lepton number. The de-
cays conserve baryon and lepton number and thus gen-
erate an equal and opposite baryon or lepton asymmetry
between the dark and visible sectors. In the latter sce-
nario, dark-sector interactions then convert the lepton
asymmetry into a baryon asymmetry.

What is most compelling about Mesogenesis is that it
revives an original, but long dead [? ? ? ? ], hope of
electroweak baryogenesis: that the requisite CP-violation
already resides in the SM [GE: change to: “resides in SM
processes”?]. In Mesogenesis, we look to the mesons.
The BAU is directly proportional to CP-violating ex-
perimental observables, making Mesogenesis testable at
current experiments. Furthermore, the dark sector typ-
ically contains a DM candidate whose abundance will
be generated along with the baryon asymmetry. All of
these mechanisms do not violate B or L, but rather, hide
equal and opposite asymmetries in the dark sector. In B-
Mesogenesis [? ], the baryon asymmetry is generated by
leveraging the CPV in charged B0

q particle/anti-particle
oscillations. This required the addition of at least one
dark state charged under SM baryon number. In [? ]
the CPV of SM charged D± meson decays was lever-
aged to first generate a lepton asymmetry which was then
transferred to a baryon asymmetry through dark sector
scatterings. Both these flavors of Mesogenesis necessar-
ily occur at low (5-20 MeV) scales, and are generically
testable (for decays into dark sector baryons see [? ] for
a detailed study of experimental implications, and [] for
additional indirect signals) and indeed for the case of B-
Mesogenesis some experimental searches are already in
various stages at LHCb [? ? ] and Belle-I, II [? ].

But the landscape of Mesogenesis scenarios and as-
sociated experimental signals is far from being exhaus-

Lepton Asymmetry:  Baryon Asymmetry: 

Figure 10: Depiction of how B+ Mesogenesis generates a lepton asymmetry at low scales

which is then transferred to a baryon asymmetry. D+ Mesogenesis proceeds in the same

way with B → D.

2.13 Particle Asymmetries from Quantum Statistics

Contributer: Nikita Blinov

Most common baryogenesis and leptogenesis mechanisms implement CP violation in a way

that is directly tied to the other Sakharov conditions. For example, in EW baryogenesis

CP violation occurs at the expanding bubble walls that generate an out-of-equilibrium

situation. In Ref. [189] we explored an alternative possibility where CP violation is com-

pletely sequestered from the other aspects of baryogenesis. We studied the scenario where

a particle asymmetry is produced in a dark sector by an unspecified mechanism, leading to

a population of an asymmetric, stable species, i.e. asymmetric dark matter (ADM). Unlike

standard ADM, however, the dark matter asymmetry is not shared with the visible sector

directly via transfer operators, but rather via quantum statistical effects. In other words,

the presence of an asymmetric species biases an out-of-equilibrium, visible baryon-number

violating process to produce more baryons than anti-baryons.

As a simple example of this mechanism, consider the out-of-equilibrium decays of a

real scalar ϕ with the interaction

L ⊃ 1

Λ
ϕψBψDφ

†
D + h.c. (2.36)

where ψB is a fermion that carries baryon number and ψD (φD) is a fermion (scalar) that

carries a U(1)D dark quantum number (ψB would need to be converted to SM baryons via,

e.g., the neutron portal ψBu
cdcdc). This interaction gives rise to two decay channels for ϕ,

ϕ → ψBψDφ
†
D and ϕ → ψ†Bψ

†
DφD. The decays of ϕ violate baryon number but preserve

dark matter number. In the absence of any CP violation, Lagrangian or otherwise, these

two decays have equal probabilities so that no baryon number asymmetry is generated.

At finite temperature the rate for a single decay channel is

Γ(ϕ→ ψBψDϕ
†
D) =

1

2Mϕ

∫
dΦ3|M|2(1 + fφD)(1− fψD)(1− fψB ), (2.37)
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whereM is the decay matrix element, dΦ3 is the three-body phase space volume element,

and fi are phase-space distributions of the different species. From this definition it is clear

that the decay asymmetry

∆Γ = Γ(ϕ→ ψBψDφ
†
D)− Γ(ϕ→ ψ̄Bψ̄DφD) (2.38)

will be non-zero if fφD 6= f
φ†D

or fψD 6= fψ̄D . In fact, one can show analytically that the

decay asymmetry is proportional to the DM chemical potential, and it is temperature-

dependent. This leads to the majority of the asymmetry being produced before ϕ decays

away completely, in contrast to standard out-of-equilibrium decay scenarios with a constant

∆Γ. Viable baryogenesis can be achieved with a dark matter asymmetry similar to, or much

larger than the visible asymmetry. This means that if the ADM is the dark matter today,

its mass relation to proton mass can be radically different compared to the standard ADM

expectation of mDM ∼ mp.

The sequestration of CP violation from baryogenesis means that this type of model

can be directly tested only through the operators connecting the visible baryons to new

state ψB.

3 New Ideas for Testing Traditional Mechanisms

In the decades following Sakharov’s paper, a variety of mechanisms for baryogenesis were

proposed. However, many of these proposals, such as Leptogenesis and Affleck-Dine baryo-

genesis, involved high scales and very massive particles, making them notoriously difficult

to test experimentally. In recent years, novel proposals for experimentally testing more

traditional models have been put forth. In this section we highlight several of these pro-

posals.

3.1 Prospects for Detection of Affleck-Dine Baryogenesis

Contributors: Fatemeh Elahi and Graham White

In the supersymmetric extension of the SM, the scalar potential generally has several flat

directions, allowing scalar condensate to develop large vacuum expectation values (vevs)

during inflation. Soft supersymmetry breaking terms and higher order non-renormalizable

terms, however, lift the flat directions and induce an oscillation around the minimum during

post-inflationary epoch [190]. Affleck and Dine proposed a novel scenario for baryogenesis

utilizing these flat directions, focusing on the case where the scalar potential carries a non-

zero baryon or lepton number [16]. The non-zero vev of the condensate determines the

initial position of the field and the baryon number violating terms in the potential result

in the rotating trajectory for the vev for the evolution of the condensate. If the trajectory

has a non-zero baryon number, then the condensate carries a baryon asymmetry, which

will transfer to baryons during its decay. As the temperature decreases, the effects of B-

violating terms become negligible and the amount of asymmetry stays constant. The details

of this scenario has been investigated extensively (e.g., [191–198]. Also, see [199, 200] and

references therein for a more extensive review). A similar setup would also work if the
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phase transition was first order [198] resulting in asymmetry generated in the bubble walls

and subsequent collisions.

Given that the weak sphalerons can wash-out the baryon asymmetry very rapidly

before the electroweak phase transition (EWPT) [4, 201], extra complications are needed

to preserve the asymmetry till EWPT. One idea is making sure the condensate decays very

late. However, in this case, the coherent oscillation of the field needs to last long, and thus

its potential needs to be immune from various fluctuations. A prevailing example of such

a scenario is Q-ball (e.g, [202–207]). Another variation, which tames the work of the weak

sphalerons, is assuming a non-zero seed of an anomalous hypermagnetic field (AHMF). It

has been shown that an AHMF with a large amplitude can save the asymmetry from being

washed-out, because of the chiral magnetic effect [66, 208–222].

One promising way to test Affleck Dine baryogenesis is through secondary gravitational

wave production via the poltergeist mechanism [223]. The B and L-violating field space

directions directions involved in Affleck dine baryogenesis are flat and therefore typically

allow for the production of Q-balls, with either B or L playing the role of the conserved

global charge. These flat directions are not expected to couple strongly to any other field,

as loop corrections to the potential would then jeopardize the flatness of the potential.

This means the particle decay of the Affleck Dine condensate is expected to be slow and

the system usually prefers to fragment into Q-balls. Simulations suggest a large symmetric

component to the energy [224] which means that generally the amount of energy in the

Q-balls isn’t too many orders of magnitude smaller than the radiation component of the

energy density. The Q-balls redshift like matter, so if they survive long enough they will

come to dominate the energy. Typically, the Q-balls cannot decay into fermions, except

at the surface, as even if such a decay is kinematically allowed, the Fermi sea quickly fills

up and Pauli blocking prevents decay. This fact conspires to make the Q-balls typically

long lived enough to dominate the energy density. When the Q-balls begin to decay, the

process accelerates such that the decay is faster than a Hubble time [225]. The Universe

will therefore undergo a sudden change in the equation of state which leads to a resonant

enhancement in gravitational waves [226], usually at a low enough frequency to detect.

Therefore, Affleck Dine baryogenesis typically results in a gravitational wave signal that is

usually detectable and can only be produced by a limited number of cosmological scenarios.

3.2 Probing High-Scale Baryogenesis with Neutron-Antineutron Oscillations

Contributors: K̊are Fridell, Julia Harz, Chandan Hati and Bibhushan Shakya

Searches for baryon and lepton number (B and L) violation are not only powerful probes of

physics beyond the SM but also can provide valuable insight into the mechanism responsible

for generation of the observed baryon asymmetry of the Universe. If baryogenesis occurs at

a temperature above the electroweak breaking scale, then an asymmetry must be produced

via B − L violation to avoid washout from electroweak sphalerons, which conserve B − L
but violate B+L. An interesting possibility to consider is direct B violation, which can be

probed with observables violating B and B − L, but conserving L. Neutron-antineutron

(n − n̄) oscillations provide such an observable, which can be described by dimension-9
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effective operators with |∆B| = 2 and ∆L = 0. Current measurements constrain the n− n̄
oscillation lifetime to τfree ≥ 0.86×108 s for free n−n̄ oscillation [227] and τbound ≥ 4.7×108 s

for bound n − n̄ oscillation [228]. Interestingly, the upcoming NNBAR experiment at the

ESS facility and DUNE will improve on these limits by orders of magnitude [229, 230]

and therefore can provide a first smoking gun signal for direct B violation. Such a signal

can have far-reaching consequences and features interesting complementarities with other

observables at the high-energy and high-intensity frontiers. In particular, we can distinguish

two cases:

(1) n− n̄ oscillations featuring new physics without CPV interaction: From a

model independent point of view, if the new physics fields mediating n− n̄ oscillations are

significantly heavier than the external quarks in the effective operators corresponding to

n− n̄ oscillation, then at any temperature below the mass scale of new physics the effective

n− n̄ oscillation operators correspond to |∆B| = 2 wash-out processes removing any pre-

existing B −L asymmetry. Therefore, an observed rate of n− n̄ oscillations at low-energy

experiments directly implies a certain washout rate of a pre-existing asymmetry. A simple

estimate shows that an observation of n − n̄ oscillations at upcoming experiments like

DUNE or NNBAR would imply that washout processes corresponding to n− n̄ oscillation

operators will remain in equilibrium till around 100 TeV [231]. Hence, in order to generate

the observed baryon asymmetry, baryogenesis must occur below the 100 TeV scale, making

the relevant new physics fields detectable at a future 100 TeV collider. Alternatively, it

might point to a baryogenesis mechanism restricted to second or third generations of quarks

only or a secluded flavour sector.

(2) n−n̄ oscillations featuring new physics with CPV interaction: At tree level,

there are two topologies that can UV-complete the dimension-9 n− n̄ effective operators,

one with a trilinear boson coupling [53, 232–241] and one with two bosons and a Majorana

fermion [162, 242–259]. Depending on the relevant heavy new physics, a CP -violating

out-of-equilibrium decay of new heavy fields can lead to a baryon asymmetry generation,

while inducing different signals at collider experiments, in dinucleon decay, and meson

oscillations.

A detailed discussion of the topology with two bosons and a Majorana fermion in the

context of baryogenesis can be found in [132]. The production of the baryon asymmetry

requires two Majorana fermions, with broadly two viable classes of scenarios: (i) relatively

early decay of the heavier fermion, along with suppressed washout effects due to weaker

couplings of the lighter fermion; the heavier fermion dominates the n− n̄ oscillation signal,

and projected sensitivities can probe masses in the 10 − 1000 TeV regime; (ii) late decay

of the heavier fermion after washout effects have gone out of equilibrium; in this case the

lighter fermion dominates the n− n̄ oscillation signal, and projected sensitivities can probe

masses in the 1 − 1000 TeV regime. Such topologies can be realized in supersymmetric

models (see e.g. [104, 105, 110, 123]), where the two bosons correspond to squarks, and

the Majorana fermion corresponds to a gaugino, with the necessary couplings arising from

R-parity violating operators.

In the case where the trilinear topology and the baryogenesis mechanism is realised via

two heavy new bosons with similar masses e.g. by two scalar diquarks, the model indepen-
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dent effective operator results are recovered: A signal of n− n̄ oscillations (corresponding

to mDQ < few 100 TeV) at the upcoming experiments would rule out the possibility of

baryogenesis due to very strong washout effects even if the CP violation considered is

maximal [231]. In contrast, if the new diquark states are largely hierarchical in their

masses (we call this the high-scale scenario, a scenario which is beyond the validity of the

simple effective field theory approach mentioned before) with one of the diquarks at near

grand unification scale and the other within future collider reach, then an interesting inter-

play between the LHC and n− n̄ oscillation searches can constrain the relevant parameters

of this baryogenesis scenario. If a diquark signal is observed at the LHC through third or

lighter generation quark final states, then n − n̄ oscillation experiments can give comple-

mentary insight into the flavour dynamics of high-scale baryogenesis scenario, and would

set the stage for exploring flavour effects. If a signal at both the LHC and n− n̄ oscillation

experiments is discovered, then naively considering the maximal washout corresponding to

the first generation n − n̄ oscillation rate in a single flavoured analysis suggests that the

high-scale scenario remains a viable and attractive option for baryogenesis [231].

3.3 Probing High-Scale Leptogenesis with TeV-scale Lepton-Number Viola-

tion

Contributor: Julia Harz

Besides generating the observed baryon asymmetry directly via B-violating decays, an-

other established possibility is to first generate a lepton asymmetry that then gets directly

transferred into a baryon asymmetry via the SM sphaleron processes. On the one hand,

the standard leptogenesis mechanism, namely the out-of-equilibrium decay of heavy right-

handed neutrinos (RHNs) featuring CP -violating interactions, provides a possible link to

the mechanism behind the neutrino masses. On the other hand, it is difficult to probe as

the typically expected RHN masses [260] exceed the energy reach of current and future

colliders (except e.g. resonant leptogenesis [108]).

Therefore, it is useful to explore with which approaches one is able to exclude certain

scenarios or models. The observation of TeV-scale lepton-number violating interactions

either from meson decays, neutrinoless double beta decay or same-sign dilepton signatures

at the LHC or future colliders has far-reaching consequences in this context.

As was shown in [261], the observation of a lepton-number violating dilepton signature

without missing energy at the LHC would directly imply such a strong washout that

an asymmetry generated at a high scale would have been completely depleted, rendering

high-scale leptogenesis unviable. For mid-scale scenarios (e.g. resonant leptogenesis) such

a measurement would imply a lower bound on the CP asymmetry needed to generate the

observed baryon asymmetry.

Similarly, an observation of neutrinoless double beta decay based on new physics that

can be described by an effective operator of dim-7 (long-range contribution), dim-9 (short-

range contribution) or higher would imply an exclusion of high-scale leptogenesis scenar-

ios [262, 263]. Therefore, after a discovery the identification of the underlying new physics

and hence its effective description should have high priority [264, 265]. However, an observa-
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tion of LNV in all flavours (e.g. at colliders) or an additional measurement of lepton-flavour

violation is required in order to confirm washout not only in the first generation.

Therefore, the complementarity of collider searches and neutrinoless double beta decay

experiments is particularly important in this endeavour. As shown in [266], depending

on the hierarchy of the new physics involved, either collider experiments or neutrinoless

double beta decay experiments have the larger reach with respect to first generation leptons.

However, in contrast to neutrinoless double beta decay experiments, collider experiments

also allow for searches of same-sign dileptons of second and third generation. Generally,

observing a TeV-scale lepton-number violating signal in one of those experiments would

render single-flavour standard leptogenesis invalid. For a final conclusion equilibration in

all flavours has to be confirmed.

Important to note is that due to the B−L conserving sphaleron interactions, a lepton-

number violating signature might put high-scale baryogenesis models similarly under ten-

sion, as due to the electroweak sphaleron processes a strong lepton washout also implies

a strong baryon washout. However, caveats might apply for certain types of models. For

instance, models that hide an asymmetry in a specific flavour or that generate the asym-

metry in the context of a dark symmetry [267, 268] might be exempt of the washout that

arises from the observable processes. This demonstrates that experimental searches for

lepton-number violating observables are of high relevance and should thus be undertaken

with high priority.

3.4 Cosmological Collider Signals of Leptogenesis

Contributor: Yanou Cui

Despite its theoretical appeal, the leptogenesis mechanism is rather challenging to directly

test due to the very high energy scales involved. In a recent work [269] a novel probe for

leptogenesis with cosmological collider (CC) physics was proposed. Cosmological collider

physics has been developed in recent years as a new method for probing new heavy par-

ticles taking advantage of the huge energy available during cosmic inflation, which can be

up to O(1013) GeV [270–299]. [269] demonstrated a new application of this approach in

testing high scale baryogenesis models such as leptogenesis. Given that SM Higgs directly

participates in leptogenesis via the Yukawa coupling, [269] focuses on the scenario of cosmo-

logical higgs collider [282, 300–303], where SM Higgs contributes to generating primordial

fluctuation. By computing the bispectrum (i.e. the 3-point correlation function) of the

Higgs field fluctuation during inflation in the squeezed limit, it was found that for viable

leptogenesis models the amplitude of the primordial non-Gaussianity fNL can be within

reach of the upcoming CMB/LSS/21 cm line experiments. Furthermore, the oscillation

pattern of the shape function of Higgs bispectrum distinguishes itself from existing results

in the CC literature. This results from the necessary CP phase in the Yukawa couplings

as well as the large quantum fluctuation of the Higgs field during inflation, which leads to

Yukawa couplings mixing different neutrino mass eigenstates with comparable masses. To

summarize, this work presents an intriguing case that dedicated measurement of primordial

non-Gaussianity could shed light on high scale leptogenesis by revealing key information
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about the lepton-number violating couplings, the Majorana right-hand neutrino masses,

and the CP phases.

3.5 Cosmic Strings and Tests of Thermal Leptogenesis

Contributor: Graham White

There is expected to be a hierarchy between the scale of B − L breaking from the sterile

mass operator and the scale of grand unification. Therefore it is natural to consider a

symmetry to protect the B − L breaking scale, that is we can gauge B − L and embed

this symmetry in the larger GUT. One can consider all symmetry breaking paths involving

groups that are at most rank 5 and non-anomolous with SM fermions and sterile neutrinos

only. Inflation must occur after monopoles are produced, to be consistent with their non

observation, but before B − L breaking where thermal leptogenesis occurs. The majority

of symmetry breaking paths that are viable (that is, do not have stable domain walls)

predict cosmic strings. The gravitational wave signal for such strings has a large enough

amplitude that future detectors are expected to probe the entire range relevant for thermal

leptogenesis [304].

3.6 Vacuum Instability Tests of the Minimal Leptogenesis Scenario

Contributor: Graham White

A nightmare scenario for baryogenesis is that it is explained by a bare minimal extension

of at least two sterile neutrinos. In this case testability becomes very difficult. The one

probe that could in principle still be useful is tests of vacuum stability. There are two ways

where the vacuum stability affects the parameter space of thermal leptogenesis. First, even

if the stability scale is below the scale of sterile neutrinos, the negative contribution to the

beta function of the Higgs self coupling causes more efficient tunneling [305]. This means

that the trace of the Yukawa couplings, and therefore the mass of the heavier steriles have

a non trivial upper bound. Second, during reheating any couplings between the inflaton

and the Higgs can cause resonant production resulting in catastrophic vacuum decay [306].

In a a minimal model such couplings are inevitably produced radiatively. This results in a

strong constraint on the leptogenesis parameter space in the plane of the sterile mass and

the reheating temperature [307].

3.7 First Order Phase Transitions

Contributor: Peisi Huang, Jorinde van de Vis

In the SM, electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) would proceed via a smooth crossover

unless the Higgs mass is below ∼70 GeV [308, 309]. Therefore, the discovery of the SM

Higgs boson with a mass mh = 125 GeV [163, 310] meant that the SM alone cannot satisfy

the third Sakharov condition, i.e., departure from thermal equilibrium. This has motivated

a further investigation of the viability of Electroweak baryogenesis in minimally extended

scenarios.
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A modification of the nature of the electroweak phase transition (EWPT) may be

achieved by adding new interactions to the Higgs potential [199, 311–313]. These may re-

sult in relevant temperature dependent modifications to the Higgs potential, beyond those

associated with the increase of the effective mass parameter, which lead to the symmetry

restoration phenomenon (see, for example, Refs. [314–329]). Since these new physics in-

gredients affect mainly the Higgs potential, it is expected that they will alter the Higgs

couplings. One collider observable to test the possibility of the EW phase transition is the

triple Higgs coupling [330, 331].

Several simple extensions of the SM are capable of generating the required extra terms

in the potential for a strong first-order EWPT. The simplest extension is to add extra scalar

states to the SM. Examples include scalar singlet extensions [332–342], Two Higgs Doublet

Models (2HDMs) [343–348], the (Next to) Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model 4

(MSSM/NMSSM) [349, 350], or Composite Higgs Models [351–357]. Recently, it is shown

that when the critical temperature is low compared to the new fermion masses, fermions

contribute to the Higgs effective potential in the same way as scalars, and therefore can

lead to non-trivial effects, including a strong first-order EWPT in the thermal history of

the early universe [358, 359].

In addition to collider searches, gravitational wave experiments are a promising new

probe of cosmological phase transitions [360], as they can be sensitive to the stochastic

gravitational wave signal that gets formed when bubbles of broken electroweak vacuum

collide. If the phase transition takes place around the electroweak scale (as is the case

in electroweak baryogenesis), space-based interferometers are most sensitive to the sig-

nal [361]. In the case of strong supercooling, observation by ground-based gravitational

wave telescopes is even possible [362]. Recent computations of the wall velocity suggest

that the parameter space of successful electroweak baryogenesis and efficient gravitational

wave production is limited [363–365], but alternative models with particle production by

relativistic-moving bubble walls could be probed [366, 367].
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